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The Abundance of WIMPs (for non-particle physicists) 
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§  WIMPs are the most studied and (perhaps) the best motivated class of 

dark matter candidates 
§  The abundance of such particles in the universe today is determined 

by when they undergo thermal freeze-out 
 
 
 
 
 

§  The time/temperature at which freeze-out occurs is determined by the 
WIMP-WIMP annihilation cross section (large σv postpones freeze-out) 

§  In order for WIMPs to account for the observed dark matter 
abundance, they must have an annihilation cross section (at the 
temperature of freeze-out) of σv~2x10-26 cm3/s 

 

  

Before Freeze-Out:  
WIMPs are in equilibrium with 
the bath of radiation; the 
annihilation rate equals the 
production rate 

After Freeze-Out:  
WIMPs have essentially stopped 
annihilating; their abundance is 
sufficiently low that most WIMPs 
survive until the present era 



The Goal and Motivation of Indirect Searches 
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§  Although many factors can lead the dark matter to annihilate with a 

somewhat different cross section today (strong velocity dependence,   
co-annihilations, resonances), most models predict low-velocity 
annihilation cross sections that are within an order of magnitude or so 
of this estimate (roughly σv~10-27 cm3/s to 3x10-26 cm3/s) 

§  Indirect detection experiments that are sensitive to dark matter 
annihilating at approximately this rate will be able to test the majority 
of WIMP models  

§  Fermi’s searches for dark matter in dwarfs, subhalos, the IGRB, and 
the Galactic Center are each sensitive to the gamma-ray flux 
predicted for approximately this range of cross sections                    
(for masses up to ~100 GeV) 

Fermi dark matter searches are not a fishing expedition;   
Fermi is testing the WIMP paradigm! 

  

  



 

 

§  The brightest dark matter annihilation signal on the sky  
§  Any dark matter signal from dwarf galaxies (or elsewhere on the sky) 

would almost certainly have been seen first from the Galactic Center 

Why the Galactic Center? 
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M. Kuhlen et al. 



The Predicted Signal 
The gamma-ray signal from annihilating 
dark matter is described by: 
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The Predicted Signal 
The gamma-ray signal from annihilating 
dark matter is described by: 

 
 

1) Distinctive “bump-like” spectrum 
2) Normalization of the signal is largely 
set by the annihilation cross section 
 (Recall benchmark of σv~10-26 cm3/s) 
3) Signal highly concentrated around   
the Galactic Center (but not point-like); 
precise morphology is determined by 
dark matter distribution 
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Figure 6. The gamma ray spectrum per WIMP annihilation for a 100 GeV (left) and 500
GeV (right) WIMP. Each curve denotes a different choice of the dominant annihilation
mode: bb̄ (solid cyan), ZZ (magenta dot-dashed), W+W− (blue dashed), τ+τ− (black
solid), e+e− (green dotted) and µ+µ− (red dashed).

quarks, leptons, Higgs bosons or gauge bosons, dark matter particles can
produce gamma rays directly, leading to monoenergetic spectral signatures.
If a gamma ray line could be identified, it would constitute a “smoking
gun” for dark matter annihilations. By definition, however, WIMPs do not
annihilate through tree level processes to final states containing photons
(if they did, they would be EMIMPs rather than WIMPs). On the other
hand, they may be able to produce final states such as γγ, γZ or γh through
loop diagrams. Neutralinos, for example, can annihilate directly to γγ [57]
or γZ [58] through a variety of charged loops. These final states lead to
gamma ray lines with energies of Eγ = mdm and Eγ = mdm(1−m2

Z/4m2
dm),

respectively. Such photons are produced in only a very small fraction of
neutralino annihilations, however. The largest neutralino annihilation cross
sections to γγ and γZ are about 10−28 cm3/s, and even smaller values are
more typical [59].

The Galactic Center has long been considered to be one of the most
promising regions of the sky in which to search for gamma rays from dark
matter annihilations [59, 60]. The prospects for this depend, however, on
a number of factors including the nature of the WIMP, the distribution of
dark matter in the region around the Galactic Center, and our ability to
understand the astrophysical backgrounds present.
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The Milky Way’s Dark Matter Distribution 
§  Dark matter only simulations              

(Via Lactea, Aquarius, etc.) predict  
halos with inner profiles of ρ α r -γ     
where γ~1.0-1.2  

§  Existing microlensing and dynamical 
data are not capable of determining    
the inner slope, although γ~1.3   
currently provides the best fit   
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FIG. 5: Constraints on the Dark Matter distribution parameters ⇥0 and � for a generalised NFW (left) and an Einasto (right)
profile using the baryonic model 5. The thick dot-dashed curve is the 2⇤ constraint already shown in Figure 3, while the
contours show the parameter space producing a good fit to the rotation curve (�⌅2 = 2.30, 6.18) with the best-fit configuration
indicated by the cross. The shadowed rectangle encompasses the ranges of profile slopes found in numerical simulations and the
values of ⇥0 found in the recent literature (see Section II), while the red filled circle in the left frame marks the parameter set
(⇥0 = 0.4 GeV/cm3,� = 1.0) used to produce Figure 2. The empty up-triangle, circle and down-triangle in the left frame show
the local density and shape of the DM profile upon adiabatic contraction of the initial profile indicated by the corresponding
filled symbols. The adiabatic contraction was applied using model 5 to fix the baryonic distribution Mb(< r), that entails
fb = 5.2%, 4.0%, 3.0% for the up-triangle, circle and down-triangle, respectively. In both frames we have fixed rs = 20 kpc,
R0 = 8.0 kpc and v0 = 230 km/s.

5 for the baryonic component, we have contracted the
initial profiles indicated in Figure 5 (left) by the filled
up-triangle, circle and down-triangle with fb = Mb(<
200 kpc)/Mtot(< 200 kpc) = 5.2%, 4.0%, 3.0%, respec-
tively. The final DM profile turns out to be well fitted by
a generalised NFW function with parameters marked by
the empty symbols in the same Figure (the contracted
profile corresponding to the filled circle is indicated by
the red long-dashed line in the bottom right frame of
Figure 2). In particular, we find enhanced local DM den-
sities and slopes � ⇥ 1.6 � 1.7, which are slightly above
the value � = 1.5 found elsewhere [73] (see also refer-
ences therein) but note that we are using the original
adiabatic contraction model [57] and not one of its refine-
ments [58, 59]. Although our analysis cannot rule out the
presence of adiabatically compressed profiles since they
depend on the initial total mass distribution and on the
specific baryonic model adopted, it definitely allows us to
claim that if the present-day DM profile is steeply rising
towards the centre, then the local DM density must be
small. For the specific case of � = 1.5 (1.7) we find an
1⇤ range ⇥0 ⇥ 0.25� 0.35 (0.22� 0.30) GeV/cm3. Some
of the extreme models discussed in the literature, e.g. in
the context of indirect DM searches [73, 74], are therefore
found to be ruled out by a combination of microlensing
and dynamical observations.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the constraints that microlensing and
dynamical observations can set on the distribution of
Dark Matter in the Galaxy, keeping into account all
experimental uncertainties. Starting from state-of-the-
art models for the galactic baryonic component, we have
rescaled them to match the observed microlensing optical
depth towards the galactic bulge, and compared the re-
sulting rotation curve with the one inferred from terminal
velocities of gas clouds and other kinematical probes.

This allowed us to revisit the compatibility of di⇥erent
observational probes with the results that emerge from
numerical simulation in �CDM cosmologies. We have
followed two di⇥erent approaches. In the first one, we
have set conservative upper limits on the Dark Matter
local density and profile shape towards the centre of the
Galaxy, working with generalised NFW and Einasto pro-
files. The fiducial parameters usually adopted in the lit-
erature for both profiles have been found to be safely
within the allowed regions set by our analysis, contrary
to earlier claims of inconsistency between observations
and cuspy Dark Matter profiles.

In our second approach, we focussed on the only bary-
onic model among those discussed here that also contains

Iocco, Pato, Bertone, Jetzer, 
JCAP, arXiv:1107.5810 
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The Milky Way’s Dark Matter Distribution 
§  Dark matter only simulations            

(Via Lactea, Aquarius, etc.) predict  
halos with inner profiles of ρ α r -γ  
where γ~1.0-1.2  

§  Existing microlensing and dynamical 
data are not capable of determining  
the inner slope, although γ~1.3 
currently provides the best fit   

§  The inner volume (~10 kpc) of the 
Milky Way is dominated by baryons, 
not dark matter – significant  
departures from results of dark matter-
only simulations may be expected 

§  Recent hydrodynamical simulations 
show that Milky Way-like systems are 
expected to retain their cusps, and may 
even be contracted, γ~1.0-1.3   
(although some dwarfs may be cored) 

Di Cintio et al., arXiv:1404.5959 

Density Slope as a Function 
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Summary: The Signal Predicted From WIMPs 
1.  A peaked gamma-ray spectrum 
2.  An angular distribution that is 

spherically symmetric around the 
Galactic center, falling as ~r-2 to r-2.6  

3.  An overall flux that corresponds to an 
annihilation cross section on the order 
of σv~10-26 cm3/s 
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Figure 6. The gamma ray spectrum per WIMP annihilation for a 100 GeV (left) and 500
GeV (right) WIMP. Each curve denotes a different choice of the dominant annihilation
mode: bb̄ (solid cyan), ZZ (magenta dot-dashed), W+W− (blue dashed), τ+τ− (black
solid), e+e− (green dotted) and µ+µ− (red dashed).

quarks, leptons, Higgs bosons or gauge bosons, dark matter particles can
produce gamma rays directly, leading to monoenergetic spectral signatures.
If a gamma ray line could be identified, it would constitute a “smoking
gun” for dark matter annihilations. By definition, however, WIMPs do not
annihilate through tree level processes to final states containing photons
(if they did, they would be EMIMPs rather than WIMPs). On the other
hand, they may be able to produce final states such as γγ, γZ or γh through
loop diagrams. Neutralinos, for example, can annihilate directly to γγ [57]
or γZ [58] through a variety of charged loops. These final states lead to
gamma ray lines with energies of Eγ = mdm and Eγ = mdm(1−m2

Z/4m2
dm),

respectively. Such photons are produced in only a very small fraction of
neutralino annihilations, however. The largest neutralino annihilation cross
sections to γγ and γZ are about 10−28 cm3/s, and even smaller values are
more typical [59].

The Galactic Center has long been considered to be one of the most
promising regions of the sky in which to search for gamma rays from dark
matter annihilations [59, 60]. The prospects for this depend, however, on
a number of factors including the nature of the WIMP, the distribution of
dark matter in the region around the Galactic Center, and our ability to
understand the astrophysical backgrounds present.
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This remainder of this talk is largely based on: 
§  T. Daylan, D. Finkbeiner, DH, T. Linden,              

S. Portillo, N. Rodd, and T. Slatyer,                
arXiv:1402.6703 

 

For earlier work related to this signal and its 
interpretation, see: 
§  L. Goodenough, DH, arXiv:0910.2998 
§  DH, L. Goodenough, PLB, arXiv:1010.2752 
§  DH, T. Linden, PRD, arXiv:1110.0006 
§  K. Abazajian, M. Kaplinghat, PRD, arXiv:1207.6047 
§  DH, T. Slatyer, PDU, arXiv:1302.6589 
§  C. Gordon, O. Macias, PRD, arXiv:1306.5725 
§  W. Huang, A. Urbano, W. Xue, arXiv:1307.6862 
§  K. Abazajian, N. Canac, S.Horiuchi, M. Kaplinghat, 

arXiv:1402.4090 
 

The Galactic Center GeV Excess Skymaps of the ResidualsSkymaps of the Residuals

(see also talks by Tim Linden, Francesa Calore, Christoph Weniger, 
Gabrijela Zaharjias, Stephen Portillo, Simona Murgia, Anna Kwa ) 



Basic Features of the GeV Excess 
§  The spectrum of the excess peaks at 

~1-3 GeV, in good agreement with 
that predicted from ~40 GeV WIMPs 
annihilating to quarks 

§  The excess is distributed 
symmetrically around the Galactic 
Center, with a flux that falls off 
approximately as r -2.5                      
(if interpreted as dark matter 
annihilation products, ρDM~r -1.25) 

§  To normalize the observed signal 
with annihilating dark matter, a cross 
section of σv~10-26 cm3/s is required 

(note the similarity to the predictions  
listed two slides ago)    
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FIG. 5: Left frame: The value of the formal statistical �2� lnL (referred to as ��2) extracted from the likelihood fit, as
a function of the inner slope of the dark matter halo profile, �. Results are shown using gamma-ray data from the full sky
(solid line) and only the southern sky (dashed line). Unlike in the analysis of Ref. [8], we do not find any large north-south
asymmetry in the preferred value of �. Right frame: The spectrum of the dark matter component, for a template corresponding
to a generalized NFW halo profile with an inner slope of � = 1.26 (normalized to the flux at an angle of 5� from the Galactic
Center). Shown for comparison (solid line) is the spectrum predicted from a 35.25 GeV dark matter particle annihilating to bb̄
with a cross section of �v = 1.7⇥ 10�26 cm3/s ⇥ [(0.3GeV/cm3)/⇢

local

]2.

ground templates, we include an additional dark matter
template, motivated by the hypothesis that the previ-
ously reported gamma-ray excess originates from annihi-
lating dark matter. In particular, our dark matter tem-
plate is taken to be proportional to the line-of-sight inte-
gral of the dark matter density squared, J( ), for a gen-
eralized NFW density profile (see Eqs. 2–3). The spatial
morphology of the Galactic di↵use model (as evaluated
at 2 GeV), Fermi Bubbles, and dark matter templates
are each shown in Fig. 4.

As found in previous studies [8, 9], the inclusion of the
dark matter template dramatically improves the quality
of the fit to the Fermi data. For the best-fit spectrum and
halo profile, we find that the inclusion of the dark matter
template improves the formal fit by ��2 ' 1672, cor-
responding to a statistical preference greater than 40�.
When considering this enormous statistical significance,
one should keep in mind that in addition to statistical er-
rors there is a degree of unavoidable and unaccounted-for
systematic error, in that neither model (with or without
a dark matter component) is a “good fit” in the sense
of describing the sky to the level of Poisson noise. That
being said, the data do very strongly prefer the presence
of a gamma-ray component with a morphology similar
to that predicted from annihilating dark matter (see Ap-
pendices B and D for further details).2

2 Previous studies [8, 9] have taken the approach of fitting for the
spectrum of the Fermi Bubbles as a function of latitude, and then
subtracting an estimated underlying spectrum for the Bubbles
(based on high-latitude data) in order to extract the few-GeV

As in Ref. [8], we vary the value of the inner slope of
the generalized NFW profile, �, and compare the change
in the log-likelihood, � lnL, between the resulting fits in
order to determine the preferred range for the value of
�.3 The results of this exercise (as performed over 0.5-
10 GeV) are shown in the left frame of Fig. 5. While
previous fits (which did not employ any additional cuts
on CTBCORE) preferred an inner slope of � ' 1.2 [8],
we find that a slightly steeper value of � ' 1.26 provides
the best fit to the data. Also, in contrast to Ref. [8],
we find no significant di↵erence in the slope preferred
by the fit over the entire sky, and by a fit only over the
southern sky (b < 0). This can be seen directly from
the left frame of Fig. 5, where the full-sky and southern-
sky fits for the same level of masking are found to favor
quite similar values of � (the southern sky distribution
is broader than that for the full sky simply due to the
di↵erence in the number of photons).

In the right frame of Fig. 5, we show the spectrum of
the emission correlated with the dark matter template,
for the best-fit value of � = 1.26. While no significant
emission is absorbed by this template at energies above
⇠10 GeV, a bright and robust component is present at
lower energies, peaking near ⇠1-3 GeV. Relative to the

excess. However, this approach discards information on the true
morphology of the signal, as well as requiring an assumption for
the Bubbles spectrum. It was shown in Ref. [8] (and also in this
work, see Appendices B and D) that the excess is not confined
to the Bubbles and the fit strongly prefers to correlate it with a
dark matter template if one is available.

3 Throughout, we denote the quantity �2 lnL by �2.
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ground templates, we include an additional dark matter
template, motivated by the hypothesis that the previ-
ously reported gamma-ray excess originates from annihi-
lating dark matter. In particular, our dark matter tem-
plate is taken to be proportional to the line-of-sight inte-
gral of the dark matter density squared, J( ), for a gen-
eralized NFW density profile (see Eqs. 2–3). The spatial
morphology of the Galactic di↵use model (as evaluated
at 2 GeV), Fermi Bubbles, and dark matter templates
are each shown in Fig. 4.

As found in previous studies [8, 9], the inclusion of the
dark matter template dramatically improves the quality
of the fit to the Fermi data. For the best-fit spectrum and
halo profile, we find that the inclusion of the dark matter
template improves the formal fit by ��2 ' 1672, cor-
responding to a statistical preference greater than 40�.
When considering this enormous statistical significance,
one should keep in mind that in addition to statistical er-
rors there is a degree of unavoidable and unaccounted-for
systematic error, in that neither model (with or without
a dark matter component) is a “good fit” in the sense
of describing the sky to the level of Poisson noise. That
being said, the data do very strongly prefer the presence
of a gamma-ray component with a morphology similar
to that predicted from annihilating dark matter (see Ap-
pendices B and D for further details).2

2 Previous studies [8, 9] have taken the approach of fitting for the
spectrum of the Fermi Bubbles as a function of latitude, and then
subtracting an estimated underlying spectrum for the Bubbles
(based on high-latitude data) in order to extract the few-GeV

As in Ref. [8], we vary the value of the inner slope of
the generalized NFW profile, �, and compare the change
in the log-likelihood, � lnL, between the resulting fits in
order to determine the preferred range for the value of
�.3 The results of this exercise (as performed over 0.5-
10 GeV) are shown in the left frame of Fig. 5. While
previous fits (which did not employ any additional cuts
on CTBCORE) preferred an inner slope of � ' 1.2 [8],
we find that a slightly steeper value of � ' 1.26 provides
the best fit to the data. Also, in contrast to Ref. [8],
we find no significant di↵erence in the slope preferred
by the fit over the entire sky, and by a fit only over the
southern sky (b < 0). This can be seen directly from
the left frame of Fig. 5, where the full-sky and southern-
sky fits for the same level of masking are found to favor
quite similar values of � (the southern sky distribution
is broader than that for the full sky simply due to the
di↵erence in the number of photons).

In the right frame of Fig. 5, we show the spectrum of
the emission correlated with the dark matter template,
for the best-fit value of � = 1.26. While no significant
emission is absorbed by this template at energies above
⇠10 GeV, a bright and robust component is present at
lower energies, peaking near ⇠1-3 GeV. Relative to the

excess. However, this approach discards information on the true
morphology of the signal, as well as requiring an assumption for
the Bubbles spectrum. It was shown in Ref. [8] (and also in this
work, see Appendices B and D) that the excess is not confined
to the Bubbles and the fit strongly prefers to correlate it with a
dark matter template if one is available.

3 Throughout, we denote the quantity �2 lnL by �2.
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Skymaps of the Residuals
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Spectrum of the Residuals

!
Inner Galaxy - The DM template naturally picks up the following spectral 
shape - the normalization of the NFW template is allowed to float 
independently in every energy bin
!
Galactic Center - Various initial seeds for the dark matter spectrum, the 
best fit spectrum is then calculated and fed back into the fitting algorithm, 
the process is repeated iteratively until a best fit solution is reached. We 
find the final spectrum to be independent of the initial seed.

Spectrum of the Residuals

!
Inner Galaxy - The DM template naturally picks up the following spectral 
shape - the normalization of the NFW template is allowed to float 
independently in every energy bin
!
Galactic Center - Various initial seeds for the dark matter spectrum, the 
best fit spectrum is then calculated and fed back into the fitting algorithm, 
the process is repeated iteratively until a best fit solution is reached. We 
find the final spectrum to be independent of the initial seed.



As far as I am aware, no published/posted analysis of this data has 
disagreed with these conclusions – the signal is there, and it has the 
basic features described on the previous slides 
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An Excess Relative to What? 
Although it is clear at this point that Fermi has observed an excess 
relative to standard astrophysical background models, it is important and 
reasonable to be asking to what extent we can trust and rely upon the 
predictions of such background models  
 
Are there any viable astrophysical models that can explain the excess? 
 

Do variations in the background model significantly impact the 
characteristics of the residual excess?  
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FERMILAB-PUB-14-289-A

Prepared for submission to JCAP

Background model systematics for the

Fermi GeV excess

Francesca Calore,

a

Ilias Cholis

b

and Christoph Weniger

a

aGRAPPA, University of Amsterdam, Science Park 904, 1090 GL Amsterdam, Netherlands
bFermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Center for Particle Astrophysics, Batavia, IL 60510,
USA

E-mail: f.calore@uva.nl, cholis@fnal.gov, c.weniger@uva.nl

Abstract. The possible gamma-ray excess in the inner Galaxy and the Galactic center (GC)
suggested by Fermi -LAT observations has triggered a large number of studies. It has been
interpreted as a variety of di↵erent phenomena such as a signal from WIMP dark matter
annihilation, gamma-ray emission from a population of millisecond pulsars, or emission from
cosmic rays injected in a sequence of burst-like events or continuously at the GC. We present
the first comprehensive study of model systematics coming from the Galactic di↵use emission
in the inner part of our Galaxy and their impact on the inferred properties of the excess
emission at Galactic latitudes 2�

< |b| < 20� and 300 MeV to 500 GeV. We study both
theoretical and empirical model systematics, which we deduce from a large range of Galactic
di↵use emission models and a principal component analysis of residuals in numerous test
regions along the Galactic plane. We show that the hypothesis of an extended spherical
excess emission with a uniform energy spectrum is compatible with the Fermi -LAT data in
our region of interest at 95% CL. Assuming that this excess is the extended counterpart of the
one seen in the inner few degrees of the Galaxy, we derive a lower limit of 10.0� (95% CL) on
its extension away from the GC. We show that, in light of the large correlated uncertainties
that a↵ect the subtraction of the Galactic di↵use emission in the relevant regions, the energy
spectrum of the excess is equally compatible with both a simple broken power-law of break
energy Ebreak = 2.1 ± 0.2 GeV, and with spectra predicted by the self-annihilation of dark
matter, implying in the case of b̄b final states a dark matter mass of m� = 49+6.4

�5.4 GeV.
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arXiv:1404.0042 
Highly Recommended! 

§  First comprehensive study of the systematic uncertainties on the 
relevant astrophysical backgrounds 

§  Considered a very wide range of models, with extreme variation in 
cosmic ray source distribution and injection, gas distribution, diffusion, 
convection, re-acceleration, interstellar radiation and magnetic fields 

§  Not only does the excess persist for all such background models, the 
spectral and morphological properties of the excess are “remarkably 
stable” to these variations 

§  The excess does not appear to be the result of the mismodeling of 
standard astrophysical emission processes 

(See talks by Francesca Calore, Christoph Weniger) 
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Calore, Cholis, Weniger, arXiv:1404.0042 
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Figure 14. Spectrum of the GCE emission for model F (black dots) together with statistical and
systematical (yellow boxes, cf. figure 12) errors. We also show the envelope of the GCE spectrum for
all 60 GDE models (blue dashed line, cf. figure 7).
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Figure 15. Geometry of the ten GCE
segments used in our morphology anal-
ysis, see table 3.

#ROI Definition ⌦ROI [sr]

I, II
p
`2 + b2 < 5�, ±b > |`| 6.0⇥ 10�3

III, IV 5� <
p
`2 + b2 < 10�, ±b > |`| 1.78⇥ 10�2

V, VI 10� <
p
`2 + b2 < 15�, ±b > |`| 2.93⇥ 10�2

VII, VIII 5� <
p
`2 + b2 < 15�, ±` > |b| 3.54⇥ 10�2

IX 15� <
p
`2 + b2 < 20� 1.51⇥ 10�1

X 20� <
p
`2 + b2 1.01⇥ 10�1

Table 3. Definition of the ten GCE segments that are
shown in figure 15, as function of Galactic latitude b and
longitude `, together with their angular size ⌦ROI.

the fit. The definition of the segments aims at studying the symmetries of the GCE around
the GC: Allowing regions in the North (I, III, and V) and South (II, IV, and VI) hemisphere,
as well as in the West (VII) and East (VIII) ones, to vary independently, we can test the
spectrum absorbed by the GCE template in the di↵erent regions of the sky. Moreover, with
the same segments, we can investigate its the extension in latitude.

To facilitate the study of morphological properties of the excess, we furthermore allow
additional latitudinal variations in the ICS components of the individual GDE models. We
split our ICS component into nine ICS segments, corresponding to 9 latitude strips with
boundaries at |b| = 2.0�, 2.6�, 3.3�, 4.3�, 5.6�, 7.2�, 9.3�, 12.0�, 15.5� and 20�. We then allow
the normalization of the ICS strips to vary independently, though we keep the normalization
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Figure 18. Left panel: Constraints on the h�vi-vs-m� plane for three di↵erent DM annihilation
channels, from a fit to the spectrum shown in figure 14 (cf. table 4). Colored points (squares) refer to
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NFW profile with an inner slope of � = 1.28. The individual p-values are shown in the figure legend;
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mass fixed at 49 GeV. This plot is based on the fluxes from the segmented GCE template,
see figure 16. As expected, the cross-section is strongly correlated with the profile slope. We
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#ROI Definition ⌦ROI [sr]

I, II
p
`2 + b2 < 5�, ±b > |`| 6.0⇥ 10�3

III, IV 5� <
p
`2 + b2 < 10�, ±b > |`| 1.78⇥ 10�2

V, VI 10� <
p
`2 + b2 < 15�, ±b > |`| 2.93⇥ 10�2

VII, VIII 5� <
p
`2 + b2 < 15�, ±` > |b| 3.54⇥ 10�2

IX 15� <
p
`2 + b2 < 20� 1.51⇥ 10�1

X 20� <
p
`2 + b2 1.01⇥ 10�1

Table 3. Definition of the ten GCE segments that are
shown in figure 15, as function of Galactic latitude b and
longitude `, together with their angular size ⌦ROI.

the fit. The definition of the segments aims at studying the symmetries of the GCE around
the GC: Allowing regions in the North (I, III, and V) and South (II, IV, and VI) hemisphere,
as well as in the West (VII) and East (VIII) ones, to vary independently, we can test the
spectrum absorbed by the GCE template in the di↵erent regions of the sky. Moreover, with
the same segments, we can investigate its the extension in latitude.

To facilitate the study of morphological properties of the excess, we furthermore allow
additional latitudinal variations in the ICS components of the individual GDE models. We
split our ICS component into nine ICS segments, corresponding to 9 latitude strips with
boundaries at |b| = 2.0�, 2.6�, 3.3�, 4.3�, 5.6�, 7.2�, 9.3�, 12.0�, 15.5� and 20�. We then allow
the normalization of the ICS strips to vary independently, though we keep the normalization
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What Produces the Excess? 
§ A large population of centrally located millisecond pulsars 
§ A recent outburst of cosmic rays 
§ Annihilating dark matter 

Dan Hooper – Dark Matter Annihilating in the GC 



The Spectrum of the Excess 
§  The spectrum of the excess peaks at 

~1-3 GeV, and well fit by annihilating 
dark matter 

§  Also similar to that observed from 
millisecond pulsars  

§  All groups are in agreement 

Dan Hooper – Dark Matter Annihilating in the GC 
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ered in Ref. [47] do not yield spectra that are compat-
ible with the observed emission) [3, 4, 6]. In the case
of a burst dominated by high-energy cosmic ray elec-
trons, in contrast, such an event could potentially yield
a somewhat more spherically symmetric distribution of
gamma-rays (due to their inverse Compton scattering
with radiation rather than with the disk-like distribution
of gas) [50], although the accompanying bremsstrahlung
emission would be disk-like. It is very difficult, however,
to simultaneously account for the observed spectrum and
morphology of the gamma-ray excess in such a scenario.
Furthermore, the energy-dependance of diffusion would
lead to a more spatially extended distribution at higher
energies, in contrast to the energy-indepenent morphol-
ogy reported in Ref. [1].2

The second category of proposed astrophysical expla-
nations for the gamma-ray excess are scenarios involving
a large population of unresolved gamma-ray sources. Mil-
lisecond pulsars (MSPs) are known to exhibit a spectral
shape that is similar to that of the observed excess, and
have thus received some attention within this context [3–
8, 53]. In this letter, we discuss what is known about
the spectrum, luminosity function, and spatial distribu-
tion of millisecond pulsars in the Milky Way, and use
this information to evaluate whether they might be able
to account for the observed gamma-ray excess.

The Measured Spectra of Millisecond Pulsars: We have
recently reported measurements of the gamma-ray spec-
tra of 61 MSPs observed by the Fermi Gamma-Ray
Space Telescope, using data collected over a period of
5.6 years [54]. The best-fit spectrum of this collection
of (stacked) sources is shown in Fig. 1, and compared to
the spectrum of the observed gamma-ray excess. Over-
all, the spectral shape of the gamma-ray excess is fairly
similar to that observed from MSPs, and this comparison
has motivated an unresolved population of such sources
as a possible source of the Galactic Center gamma-ray
excess. At energies below ⇠1 GeV, however, the spec-
trum observed from MSPs is significantly softer than is
exhibited by the excess.

At this time, a few comments are in order. First, if
the observed catalog of gamma-ray MSPs is not repre-
sentative of the overall population, it is possible that
the stacked spectrum could differ from that produced
by a large and unbiased collection of such objects. The
gamma-ray emission from globular clusters is dominated
by MSPs, and their spectra has often been presented as

2 When considering models which invoke extreme physical condi-
tions to account for the excess at the Galactic Center, it may be
necessary to reevaluate the contributions from pion production,
bremsstrahlung, and inverse Compton emission. In the forthcom-
ing study of Calore et al. [51], a wide range of diffuse emission
models are considered, accounting for a wide variety of physi-
cal conditions in the inner region of the Galaxy, finding that a
spherical excess with a profile similar to that predicted by dark
matter annihilations is preferred by the data in all models (see
also Ref. [52]).

FIG. 1: The measured spectral shape (blue error bars) and
best fit parameterizaation (blue dashed) of the stacked emis-
sion from 61 millisecond pulsars observed by Fermi [54] (black
dashed) compared to that of the observed gamma-ray ex-
cess [1] (black error bars). Also shown is the spectral shape
from the stacked emission from 36 globular clusters (red er-
ror bars) [54], and the spectrum predicted from a 35.5 GeV
WIMP annihilating to b¯b (black solid).

that of an unbiased sample of MSPs. The spectra ob-
served from Fermi’s globular clusters (shown in Fig. 1
as red error bars [54]) is even softer than that from
MSPs [54], however, and provides a very poor fit to the
observed excess.

Prior to the study of Ref. [1] and their application
of cuts to CTBCORE [46], significant systematic uncer-
tainties complicated the determination of the low-energy
spectrum of the gamma-ray excess (for an illustrative ex-
ample, see Fig. 10 of Ref. [8]). After cutting on CTB-
CORE, however, the shape of the low-energy spectrum
is much more robust to variations in analysis procedure.
And while imperfections in the diffuse emission model
used may impact the spectral shape of the excess, the
variations considered in Ref. [51] do not favor the possi-
bility of a significantly softer low-energy spectrum than
was found in Ref. [1].

The Observed Distribution of MSPs in the Milky Way:
Along with many MSP detections made at radio wave-
lengths, Fermi has reported the observation of gamma-
rays from 62 MSPs. While most of these objects have
been found in or around the disk of the Milky Way, some
have also been observed to reside within globular clus-
ters. In the left frame of Fig. 2, we plot the distribu-
tion of Fermi’s MSPs on the sky. This population has
been shown to be well described by a thick disk-like dis-
tribution, with an exponential scale height of ⇠0.5-1.0
kpc [56, 57]. In the right frame of Fig. 2, we use a MSP
thick-disk distribution model fit to this population to
estimate the morphology predicted from the unresolved
members of this population (solid contours). This pre-
diction is very elongated along the disk, and does not
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FIG. 14: The quality of the fit (�2, over 25-1 degrees-of-freedom) for various annihilating dark matter models to the spectrum
of the anomalous gamma-ray emission from the Inner Galaxy (as shown in Fig. 5) as a function of mass, and marginalized
over the value of the annihilation cross section. In the left frame, we show results for dark matter particles which annihilate
uniquely to bb̄, cc̄, ss̄, light quarks (uū and/or dd̄), or ⌧+⌧�. In the right frame, we consider models in which the dark matter
annihilates to a combination of channels, with cross sections proportional to the square of the mass of the final state particles,
the square of the charge of the final state particles, democratically to all kinematically accessible Standard Model fermions, or
80% to ⌧+⌧� and 20% to bb̄. The best fits are found for dark matter particles with masses of in the range of ⇠20-40 GeV and
which annihilate mostly to quarks.

FIG. 15: The range of the dark matter mass and annihilation cross section required to fit the gamma-ray spectrum observed
from the Inner Galaxy, for a variety of annihilation channels or combination of channels (see Fig. 14). The observed gamma-ray
spectrum is generally best fit by dark matter particles with a mass of ⇠20-40 GeV and that annihilate to quarks with a cross
section of �v ⇠ (1� 2)⇥ 10�26 cm3/s.

�v ⇠ (1� 2)⇥ 10�26 cm3/s.3

3

The cross sections shown in Fig. 15 were normalized assuming a

local dark matter density of 0.3 GeV/cm

3

. Although this value

is near the center of the range preferred by the combination of

dynamical and microlensing data (for � = 1.26), there are non-

negligible uncertainties in this quantity. The analysis of Ref. [15],

for example, finds a range of ⇢
local

= 0.24 � 0.46 GeV/cm

3

at

This range of values favored for the dark matter’s an-
nihilation cross section is quite interesting from the per-
spective of early universe cosmology. For the mass range
being considered here, a WIMP with an annihilation
cross section of �v ' 2.2 ⇥ 10�26 cm3/s (as evaluated

the 2� level. This range of densities corresponds to a potential

rescaling of the y-axis of Fig. 15 by up to a factor of 0.42-1.6.
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Figure 18. Left panel: Constraints on the h�vi-vs-m� plane for three di↵erent DM annihilation
channels, from a fit to the spectrum shown in figure 14 (cf. table 4). Colored points (squares) refer to
best-fit values from previous Inner Galaxy (Galactic center) analyses (see discussion in section 6.2).
Right panel: Constraints on the h�vi-vs-� plane, based on the fits with the ten GCE segments.
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Figure 19. Constraints on the h�vi-vs-m� plane at 95% CL, individually for the GCE template
segments shown in figure 15, for the channel �� ! b̄b. The cross indicates the best-fit value from a fit
to all regions simultaneously (m� ' 46.6 GeV, h�vi ' 1.60 ⇥ 10�26 cm3 s�1). Note that we assume a
NFW profile with an inner slope of � = 1.28. The individual p-values are shown in the figure legend;
the combined p-value is 0.11.

mass fixed at 49 GeV. This plot is based on the fluxes from the segmented GCE template,
see figure 16. As expected, the cross-section is strongly correlated with the profile slope. We
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The Morphology of the Excess 
§  The excess is very concentrated, fitting      

a source distribution that falls off as ~r-2.5   
(if interpreted as dark matter, ρDM~r-1.25) 

§  The excess is spherically symmetric with 
respect to the Galactic Center, strongly 
preferring axis-ratios within 20% of unity 

§  The excess extends to well outside of the 
Galactic Center (out to at least 10°) 

§  The excess is very precisely          
centered around Sgr A*             
(within ~0.03° or ~5 pc) 

§  The intensity of the excess                 
continues to rise to within                         
~10 pc of Sgr A*                                 
(no flattening or core) 

Dan Hooper – Dark Matter Annihilating in the GC 
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FIG. 10: The change in the quality of the fit, as performed in Sec. IV’s Inner Galaxy analysis (left frame) and Sec. V’s Galactic
Center analysis (right frame), when breaking our assumption of spherical symmetry for the dark matter template. The axis
ratio is defined such that values less than one are elongated along the Galactic Plane, whereas values greater than one are
elongated with Galactic latitude. The fit strongly prefers a morphology for the anomalous component that is approximately
spherically symmetric, with an axis ratio near unity.

FIG. 11: The change in the quality of the fit in our Galactic
Center analysis, for a dark matter template that is elongated
along an arbitrary orientation (x-axis) and with an arbitrary
axis ratio (y-axis). As shown in Fig. 10, the fit worsens if the
this template is significantly stretched either along or perpen-
dicular to the direction of the Galactic Plane (corresponding
to 0� or 90� on the x-axis, respectively). A mild statistical
preference, however, is found for a morphology with an axis
ratio of ⇠1.3-1.4 elongated along an axis rotated ⇠35� coun-
terclockwise from the Galactic Plane.

FIG. 12: To test whether the excess emission is centered
around the dynamical center of the Milky Way (Sgr A⇤), we
plot the ��2 of the fit found in our Galactic Center analysis,
as a function of the center of our dark matter template. The
fit clearly prefers this template to be centered within ⇠0.05�

degrees of the location of Sgr A⇤.

6

FIG. 5: Left frame: The value of the formal statistical �2� lnL (referred to as ��2) extracted from the likelihood fit, as
a function of the inner slope of the dark matter halo profile, �. Results are shown using gamma-ray data from the full sky
(solid line) and only the southern sky (dashed line). Unlike in the analysis of Ref. [7], we do not find any large north-south
asymmetry in the preferred value of �. Right frame: The spectrum of the dark matter component, for a template corresponding
to a generalized NFW halo profile with an inner slope of � = 1.26 (normalized to the flux at an angle of 5� from the Galactic
Center). Shown for comparison (solid line) is the spectrum predicted from a 35.25 GeV dark matter particle annihilating to bb̄
with a cross section of �v = 1.7⇥ 10�26 cm3/s ⇥ [(0.3GeV/cm3)/⇢

local

]2.

templates are each shown in Fig. 4.
As found in previous studies [7, 8], the inclusion of the

dark matter template dramatically improves the quality
of the fit to the Fermi data. For the best-fit spectrum and
halo profile, we find that the inclusion of the dark matter
template improves the formal fit by ��2 ' 1672, cor-
responding to a statistical preference greater than 40�.
When considering this enormous statistical significance,
one should keep in mind that in addition to statistical er-
rors there is a degree of unavoidable and unaccounted-for
systematic error, in that neither model (with or without a
dark matter component) is a “good fit” in the sense of de-
scribing the sky to the level of Poisson noise. That being
said, the data in fact very strongly prefers the presence
of a gamma-ray component with a morphology similar to
that predicted from annihilating dark matter.

As in Ref. [7], we vary the value of the inner slope of
the generalized NFW profile, �, and compare the change
in the log-likelihood, � lnL, between the resulting fits in
order to determine the preferred range for the value of
�. The results of this exercise (as performed over 0.5-
10 GeV) are shown in the left frame of Fig. 5. While
previous fits (which did not employ any additional cuts
on CTBCORE) preferred an inner slope of � ' 1.2 [7],
we find that a slightly steeper value of � ' 1.26 provides
the best fit to the data. Also, in contrast to Ref. [7],
we find no significant di↵erence in the slope preferred
by the fit over the entire sky, and by a fit only over the
southern sky (b < 0). This can be seen directly from
the left frame of Fig. 5, where the full-sky and southern-
sky fits for the same level of masking are found to favor
quite similar values of � (the southern sky distribution
is broader than that for the full sky simply due to the

di↵erence in the number of photons).2

In the right frame of Fig. 5, we show the spectrum
of the emission absorbed by the dark matter template,
for the best-fit value of � = 1.26. While no significant
emission is absorbed by this template at energies above
⇠10 GeV, a bright and robust component is present
at lower energies, peaking near ⇠1-3 GeV. Shown for
comparison (as a solid line) is the spectrum predicted
from a 35.25 GeV dark matter particle annihilating to
bb̄ with a cross section of �v = 1.7 ⇥ 10�26 cm3/s
⇥ [(0.3GeV/cm3)/⇢

local

]2. The spectrum of this compo-
nent is in good agreement with that predicted by this
dark matter model, yielding a fit of �2 = 26.4 over the
25 error bars between 0.3 and 100 GeV. We also note that
the spectral shape of the dark matter template is quite
robust to variations in �, except at energies below ⇠ 600
MeV, where the spectral shape can vary non-negligibly
with the choice of inner slope.

In Fig. 6, we plot the maps of the gamma-ray sky in
four energy ranges after subtracting the best-fit di↵use
model, Fermi Bubbles, and isotropic templates. In the
0.5-1 GeV, 1-2 GeV, and 2-5 GeV maps, the dark matter-
like emission is clearly visible in the region surrounding
the Galactic Center. Much less central emission is vis-
ible at 5-20 GeV, where the dark matter component is
significantly less bright.

2

When fitting for the inner slope one energy bin at a time, we

find that each bin between 0.5-10 GeV (where a significant dark

matter-like component is present) independently favors a similar

value of � ' 1.2� 1.3.



The Normalization of the Excess 
§  The excess is very bright; within the 

innermost square degree, it constitutes 
~30% of the total flux at 1-3 GeV 

§  Using a luminosity function derived from 
Fermi’s observations of field MSPs (and of 
globular clusters), we find that >2000 of 
such sources would be required to 
generate the excess (~60 of which with 
Lϒ>1035 erg/s) 

§  To normalize the observed signal with 
annihilating dark matter, a cross section     
of σv ~ 10-26 cm3/s is required  

§  This value could shift upward or downward 
by a factor of ~5-10 for reasonable 
variations of the Milky Way’s halo profile 
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FIG. 14: The quality of the fit (�2, over 25-1 degrees-of-freedom) for various annihilating dark matter models to the spectrum
of the anomalous gamma-ray emission from the Inner Galaxy (as shown in Fig. 5) as a function of mass, and marginalized
over the value of the annihilation cross section. In the left frame, we show results for dark matter particles which annihilate
uniquely to bb̄, cc̄, ss̄, light quarks (uū and/or dd̄), or ⌧+⌧�. In the right frame, we consider models in which the dark matter
annihilates to a combination of channels, with cross sections proportional to the square of the mass of the final state particles,
the square of the charge of the final state particles, democratically to all kinematically accessible Standard Model fermions, or
80% to ⌧+⌧� and 20% to bb̄. The best fits are found for dark matter particles with masses of in the range of ⇠20-40 GeV and
which annihilate mostly to quarks.

FIG. 15: The range of the dark matter mass and annihilation cross section required to fit the gamma-ray spectrum observed
from the Inner Galaxy, for a variety of annihilation channels or combination of channels (see Fig. 14). The observed gamma-ray
spectrum is generally best fit by dark matter particles with a mass of ⇠20-40 GeV and that annihilate to quarks with a cross
section of �v ⇠ (1� 2)⇥ 10�26 cm3/s.

�v ⇠ (1� 2)⇥ 10�26 cm3/s.3

3

The cross sections shown in Fig. 15 were normalized assuming a

local dark matter density of 0.3 GeV/cm

3

. Although this value

is near the center of the range preferred by the combination of

dynamical and microlensing data (for � = 1.26), there are non-

negligible uncertainties in this quantity. The analysis of Ref. [15],

for example, finds a range of ⇢
local

= 0.24 � 0.46 GeV/cm

3

at

This range of values favored for the dark matter’s an-
nihilation cross section is quite interesting from the per-
spective of early universe cosmology. For the mass range
being considered here, a WIMP with an annihilation
cross section of �v ' 2.2 ⇥ 10�26 cm3/s (as evaluated

the 2� level. This range of densities corresponds to a potential

rescaling of the y-axis of Fig. 15 by up to a factor of 0.42-1.6.
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FIG. 6: The MSP gamma-ray luminosity function as calculated using the two independent and complementary techniques
described in the text. The error bars denote the luminosity function determined from the population of MSPs observed by
Fermi, excluding those residing in globular clusters (see Sec. IV A). The red and blue bands represent the luminosity function
determined using gamma-ray and X-ray observations of the globular cluster 47 Tucanae (see Sec. IV B). In each frame, the red
band denotes the luminosity function accounting only for the 17 MSPs observed in X-rays, whereas the blue band accounts for
sub-threshold MSPs assuming an extrapolation in which LdN/dL is constant at low luminosities (down to a minimum X-ray
luminosity of 1.1 ⇥ 1026 erg/s). The width of the red and blue bands correspond only to the Poisson variance in the number
of simulated systems within a decade of each �-ray luminosity, and does not represent the statistical and systematic errors on
the measured X-ray luminosities of the 47 Tuc MSPs. In the upper left frame, we have assumed an equal degree of beaming at
gamma-ray and X-ray wavelengths, while in the other frames we assume that the gamma-ray emission is more isotropic, such
that the solid angle of the gamma-ray emission is 1.5 (upper right), 2.0 (lower left), or 2.5 (lower right) times that of the X-ray
emission. For a beaming ratio of ⇠2.0-2.5, these two techniques yield very similar MSP luminosity functions.

They fit this correlation to a normal distribution follow-
ing log10(F�/FX) = 2.31 ± 0.48 [1]. This correlation is
consistent with the observation that MSPs convert (on
average) approximately 10% of their spin-down energy
into gamma-rays [1, 15], and approximately 0.06% of
their spin-down energy into X-rays [22]. In attempting to
apply this correlation to the population of globular clus-
ter MSPs detected in X-rays, but not in gamma-rays, we
note that the correlation could be biased in several ways.
Most importantly, a large population of X-ray bright, but
gamma-ray dim MSPs could exist, which would not be
absent in the field sample. Upon examining the list of X-
ray detected rotationally-powered MSPs from Ref. [22]

(see Table 6.7, p. 132), however, we find that Fermi has
successfully detected gamma-ray pulsations from 10 of
the 13 field MSPs in this catalog.7 This argues against
there being a strong selection effect in the X-ray/gamma-
ray correlation.

Another difficulty in translating the correlation from
Abdo et al. [1] into a constraint on the population of
globular cluster MSPs is the breakdown of the X-ray flux

7
The three systems currently missing in gamma-ray observations

are B1257+12, J1012+5307 and B1534+12

Cholis, et al., arXiv:1407.5625, 1407.5583 
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§  Of the ideas proposed so far, dark matter annihilation seems to be the 
only viable explanation for this signal  

§  Proofs by lack of imagination are not particularly compelling, however 
§  New ideas and greater scrutiny are needed (a new class of faint point 

sources, restricted to the bulge? A hybrid pulsar/outburst scenario?) 
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Implications for Particle Physics 
If the excess is in fact generated by annihilating dark matter, we can 
narrow down the a classes of particle physics models that could be 
responsible: 

1) Dark matter that annihilates through the exchange of a       
new pseudoscalar (two higgs doublet models, etc.) 
2) Dark matter that annihilates through the exchange of a          
new gauge boson (a Z’)  
3) Dark matter that annihilates through the (t-channel)     
exchange of a new colored state (similar to a bottom squark) 
4) Dark matter that annihilates into other weakly interacting             
particles, which then decay into standard model particles            
(ie. hidden sector models)  

 

§  Each of these four scenarios can generate the observed 
characteristics of the GeV excess, while evading all existing collider 
and direct detection constraints 

§  Prospects for discovery by direct detection experiments and at the 
13-14 LHC are very encouraging 
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FIG. 9. The most stringent constraints on the DM elastic scattering cross-section [70–87] from the past 14 years.
We also shown an extrapolation of their future sensitivity. All of the models in which the DM annihilates through
a t-channel Feynman diagram should be well within the reach of LUX [51] and XENON1T [52]. Fermionic DM
that annihilates through a mediator with purely axial interactions is also expected to be within the reach of these
experiments. In the more distant future, direct detection experiments also could become sensitive to several models
in which the DM interacts via pseudoscalar couplings. See text for further details.

• Models in which the dark matter annihilates
into b-quark pairs through the t-channel ex-
change of a colored and charged particle. Con-
straints from sbottom searches at the LHC re-
strict the mediator mass be greater than ⇠600
GeV. Both LUX and the LHC should be able
to conclusively test this class of models in the
near future.

Upon reviewing this list of possibilities, it is clear
that a wide range of simple dark matter models could
be responsible for the Galactic Center’s gamma-ray
excess without running afoul of existing constraints.
Moreover, the prospects for detecting the dark mat-
ter in these scenarios at either direct detection ex-
periments or at the LHC appear to be quite promis-
ing. Of the 16 viable models identified in our study,
LUX and XENON1T are expected to be sensitive to
7. Only 3 of these 16 models predict an elastic scat-
tering cross section that will remain beyond the reach
of future direct detection experiments due to the ir-
reducible neutrino floor. Mono-jet searches, sbottom
searches, and searches for heavy Higgs bosons at the
LHC will further restrict the range of model parame-
ters that remains viable. With 13-14 TeV data from
the LHC, it will be possible to conclusively test sev-

eral of the scenarios presented here.
Many of the results presented in this study nicely

illustrate the complementarity between indirect, di-
rect, and collider searches for dark matter. Although
future astrophysical observations (such as gamma-
ray searches for dark matter annihilating in dwarf
galaxies [88] or future cosmic-ray anti-proton mea-
surements [89, 90]) may provide additional support
for a dark matter interpretation of the Galactic Cen-
ter gamma-ray excess, indirect detection signals alone
are expected to determine little more than the mass
and annihilation cross section of the particles that
make up the dark matter, leaving many questions
unanswered. Information from a combination of
direct detection experiments and colliders will be
needed if one is to identify the underlying interac-
tions and particle content of the dark sector.
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tering cross section that will remain beyond the reach
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to conclusively test this class of models in the
near future.

Upon reviewing this list of possibilities, it is clear
that a wide range of simple dark matter models could
be responsible for the Galactic Center’s gamma-ray
excess without running afoul of existing constraints.
Moreover, the prospects for detecting the dark mat-
ter in these scenarios at either direct detection ex-
periments or at the LHC appear to be quite promis-
ing. Of the 16 viable models identified in our study,
LUX and XENON1T are expected to be sensitive to
7. Only 3 of these 16 models predict an elastic scat-
tering cross section that will remain beyond the reach
of future direct detection experiments due to the ir-
reducible neutrino floor. Mono-jet searches, sbottom
searches, and searches for heavy Higgs bosons at the
LHC will further restrict the range of model parame-
ters that remains viable. With 13-14 TeV data from
the LHC, it will be possible to conclusively test sev-

eral of the scenarios presented here.
Many of the results presented in this study nicely

illustrate the complementarity between indirect, di-
rect, and collider searches for dark matter. Although
future astrophysical observations (such as gamma-
ray searches for dark matter annihilating in dwarf
galaxies [88] or future cosmic-ray anti-proton mea-
surements [89, 90]) may provide additional support
for a dark matter interpretation of the Galactic Cen-
ter gamma-ray excess, indirect detection signals alone
are expected to determine little more than the mass
and annihilation cross section of the particles that
make up the dark matter, leaving many questions
unanswered. Information from a combination of
direct detection experiments and colliders will be
needed if one is to identify the underlying interac-
tions and particle content of the dark sector.
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Summary 
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§  Although many indirect detection anomalies have appeared over the   
years, the Galactic Center’s GeV excess is particularly compelling:                 
highly statistically significant, robust to background variations, distributed 
spherically out to at least 10° from the Galactic Center – very difficult to 
explain with known/proposed astrophysics 

§  The spectrum and angular distribution of this signal is very well fit by a 
~30-40 GeV WIMP, distributed as ρ ~ r 

-1.25  

§  The normalization of this signal requires a dark matter annihilation cross 
section of σv ~ 10-26 cm^3/s, in remarkable agreement with the prediction 
for a thermal relic 

§  Many dark matter models can account for the observed emission without 
conflicting with constraints from direct detection experiments or colliders – 
future prospects are encouraging   
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§  In 2007, Kathryn Zurek and I made a bet regarding whether dark matter 
would be definitely discovered by 2012 (I bet that it would be) 

§  In 2012, the situation was not clear – we agreed to wait and see 
whether direct detection anomalies persisted to determine the winner    
(in 2012, the gamma-ray excess was not yet as clear as it is today) 

§  In light of the null results from             
SuperCDMS and LUX, I recently                
conceded our bet 

§  In the language of the original                       
bet, the loser agreed to            
acknowledge their loss in every              
talk they give for an entire year                    
(and thus this slide…) 

 
   



Gamma-Rays From Millisecond Pulsars 
§  Fermi has observed gamma-ray 

emission from ~60 MSPs – none of 
which are located near the Galactic 
Center  

§  Their average observed spectra is 
similar (but not identical) to that of the 
Galactic Center excess – this is the 
main reason that MSPs have been 
considered as a possible explanation 
for the excess 

§  The luminosity function of MSPs has 
been measured from the observed 
population (both for those MSPs in the 
field of the Galaxy and within globular 
clusters) 
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ered in Ref. [47] do not yield spectra that are compat-
ible with the observed emission) [3, 4, 6]. In the case
of a burst dominated by high-energy cosmic ray elec-
trons, in contrast, such an event could potentially yield
a somewhat more spherically symmetric distribution of
gamma-rays (due to their inverse Compton scattering
with radiation rather than with the disk-like distribution
of gas) [50], although the accompanying bremsstrahlung
emission would be disk-like. It is very difficult, however,
to simultaneously account for the observed spectrum and
morphology of the gamma-ray excess in such a scenario.
Furthermore, the energy-dependance of diffusion would
lead to a more spatially extended distribution at higher
energies, in contrast to the energy-indepenent morphol-
ogy reported in Ref. [1].2

The second category of proposed astrophysical expla-
nations for the gamma-ray excess are scenarios involving
a large population of unresolved gamma-ray sources. Mil-
lisecond pulsars (MSPs) are known to exhibit a spectral
shape that is similar to that of the observed excess, and
have thus received some attention within this context [3–
8, 53]. In this letter, we discuss what is known about
the spectrum, luminosity function, and spatial distribu-
tion of millisecond pulsars in the Milky Way, and use
this information to evaluate whether they might be able
to account for the observed gamma-ray excess.

The Measured Spectra of Millisecond Pulsars: We have
recently reported measurements of the gamma-ray spec-
tra of 61 MSPs observed by the Fermi Gamma-Ray
Space Telescope, using data collected over a period of
5.6 years [54]. The best-fit spectrum of this collection
of (stacked) sources is shown in Fig. 1, and compared to
the spectrum of the observed gamma-ray excess. Over-
all, the spectral shape of the gamma-ray excess is fairly
similar to that observed from MSPs, and this comparison
has motivated an unresolved population of such sources
as a possible source of the Galactic Center gamma-ray
excess. At energies below ⇠1 GeV, however, the spec-
trum observed from MSPs is significantly softer than is
exhibited by the excess.

At this time, a few comments are in order. First, if
the observed catalog of gamma-ray MSPs is not repre-
sentative of the overall population, it is possible that
the stacked spectrum could differ from that produced
by a large and unbiased collection of such objects. The
gamma-ray emission from globular clusters is dominated
by MSPs, and their spectra has often been presented as

2 When considering models which invoke extreme physical condi-
tions to account for the excess at the Galactic Center, it may be
necessary to reevaluate the contributions from pion production,
bremsstrahlung, and inverse Compton emission. In the forthcom-
ing study of Calore et al. [51], a wide range of diffuse emission
models are considered, accounting for a wide variety of physi-
cal conditions in the inner region of the Galaxy, finding that a
spherical excess with a profile similar to that predicted by dark
matter annihilations is preferred by the data in all models (see
also Ref. [52]).

FIG. 1: The measured spectral shape (blue error bars) and
best fit parameterizaation (blue dashed) of the stacked emis-
sion from 61 millisecond pulsars observed by Fermi [54] (black
dashed) compared to that of the observed gamma-ray ex-
cess [1] (black error bars). Also shown is the spectral shape
from the stacked emission from 36 globular clusters (red er-
ror bars) [54], and the spectrum predicted from a 35.5 GeV
WIMP annihilating to b¯b (black solid).

that of an unbiased sample of MSPs. The spectra ob-
served from Fermi’s globular clusters (shown in Fig. 1
as red error bars [54]) is even softer than that from
MSPs [54], however, and provides a very poor fit to the
observed excess.

Prior to the study of Ref. [1] and their application
of cuts to CTBCORE [46], significant systematic uncer-
tainties complicated the determination of the low-energy
spectrum of the gamma-ray excess (for an illustrative ex-
ample, see Fig. 10 of Ref. [8]). After cutting on CTB-
CORE, however, the shape of the low-energy spectrum
is much more robust to variations in analysis procedure.
And while imperfections in the diffuse emission model
used may impact the spectral shape of the excess, the
variations considered in Ref. [51] do not favor the possi-
bility of a significantly softer low-energy spectrum than
was found in Ref. [1].

The Observed Distribution of MSPs in the Milky Way:
Along with many MSP detections made at radio wave-
lengths, Fermi has reported the observation of gamma-
rays from 62 MSPs. While most of these objects have
been found in or around the disk of the Milky Way, some
have also been observed to reside within globular clus-
ters. In the left frame of Fig. 2, we plot the distribu-
tion of Fermi’s MSPs on the sky. This population has
been shown to be well described by a thick disk-like dis-
tribution, with an exponential scale height of ⇠0.5-1.0
kpc [56, 57]. In the right frame of Fig. 2, we use a MSP
thick-disk distribution model fit to this population to
estimate the morphology predicted from the unresolved
members of this population (solid contours). This pre-
diction is very elongated along the disk, and does not
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FIG. 6: The MSP gamma-ray luminosity function as calculated using the two independent and complementary techniques
described in the text. The error bars denote the luminosity function determined from the population of MSPs observed by
Fermi, excluding those residing in globular clusters (see Sec. IV A). The red and blue bands represent the luminosity function
determined using gamma-ray and X-ray observations of the globular cluster 47 Tucanae (see Sec. IV B). In each frame, the red
band denotes the luminosity function accounting only for the 17 MSPs observed in X-rays, whereas the blue band accounts for
sub-threshold MSPs assuming an extrapolation in which LdN/dL is constant at low luminosities (down to a minimum X-ray
luminosity of 1.1 ⇥ 1026 erg/s). The width of the red and blue bands correspond only to the Poisson variance in the number
of simulated systems within a decade of each �-ray luminosity, and does not represent the statistical and systematic errors on
the measured X-ray luminosities of the 47 Tuc MSPs. In the upper left frame, we have assumed an equal degree of beaming at
gamma-ray and X-ray wavelengths, while in the other frames we assume that the gamma-ray emission is more isotropic, such
that the solid angle of the gamma-ray emission is 1.5 (upper right), 2.0 (lower left), or 2.5 (lower right) times that of the X-ray
emission. For a beaming ratio of ⇠2.0-2.5, these two techniques yield very similar MSP luminosity functions.

They fit this correlation to a normal distribution follow-
ing log10(F�/FX) = 2.31 ± 0.48 [1]. This correlation is
consistent with the observation that MSPs convert (on
average) approximately 10% of their spin-down energy
into gamma-rays [1, 15], and approximately 0.06% of
their spin-down energy into X-rays [22]. In attempting to
apply this correlation to the population of globular clus-
ter MSPs detected in X-rays, but not in gamma-rays, we
note that the correlation could be biased in several ways.
Most importantly, a large population of X-ray bright, but
gamma-ray dim MSPs could exist, which would not be
absent in the field sample. Upon examining the list of X-
ray detected rotationally-powered MSPs from Ref. [22]

(see Table 6.7, p. 132), however, we find that Fermi has
successfully detected gamma-ray pulsations from 10 of
the 13 field MSPs in this catalog.7 This argues against
there being a strong selection effect in the X-ray/gamma-
ray correlation.

Another difficulty in translating the correlation from
Abdo et al. [1] into a constraint on the population of
globular cluster MSPs is the breakdown of the X-ray flux

7
The three systems currently missing in gamma-ray observations

are B1257+12, J1012+5307 and B1534+12

Cholis, DH, Linden, arXiv:1407.5625, 1407.5583 



Could Millisecond Pulsars Generate the 
Galactic Center Excess? 

§  From the measured luminosity function, we conclude that more than 2000 
MSPs within 1.8 kpc of the Galactic Center would be required to account 
for the excess; this would include ~227 that are quite bright (Lϒ>1034 erg/s) 
and ~61 that are very bright (Lϒ>1035 erg/s) 

§  The fact that Fermi observes no such sources from this region forces us to 
conclude that less than ~10% of the excess originates from MSPs 

§  Estimates based on the numbers of bright LMXBs observed in globular 
clusters and in the Galactic Center lead us to expect that MSPs might 
account for ~1-5% of the observed excess 

§  If MSPs account for this signal, the          
population is very different from that            
observed elsewhere in the Milky Way,                          
requiring ~14,000 such sources without              
any bright (Lϒ<1034 erg/s) members  
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FIG. 6: The MSP gamma-ray luminosity function as calculated using the two independent and complementary techniques
described in the text. The error bars denote the luminosity function determined from the population of MSPs observed by
Fermi, excluding those residing in globular clusters (see Sec. IV A). The red and blue bands represent the luminosity function
determined using gamma-ray and X-ray observations of the globular cluster 47 Tucanae (see Sec. IV B). In each frame, the red
band denotes the luminosity function accounting only for the 17 MSPs observed in X-rays, whereas the blue band accounts for
sub-threshold MSPs assuming an extrapolation in which LdN/dL is constant at low luminosities (down to a minimum X-ray
luminosity of 1.1 ⇥ 1026 erg/s). The width of the red and blue bands correspond only to the Poisson variance in the number
of simulated systems within a decade of each �-ray luminosity, and does not represent the statistical and systematic errors on
the measured X-ray luminosities of the 47 Tuc MSPs. In the upper left frame, we have assumed an equal degree of beaming at
gamma-ray and X-ray wavelengths, while in the other frames we assume that the gamma-ray emission is more isotropic, such
that the solid angle of the gamma-ray emission is 1.5 (upper right), 2.0 (lower left), or 2.5 (lower right) times that of the X-ray
emission. For a beaming ratio of ⇠2.0-2.5, these two techniques yield very similar MSP luminosity functions.

They fit this correlation to a normal distribution follow-
ing log10(F�/FX) = 2.31 ± 0.48 [1]. This correlation is
consistent with the observation that MSPs convert (on
average) approximately 10% of their spin-down energy
into gamma-rays [1, 15], and approximately 0.06% of
their spin-down energy into X-rays [22]. In attempting to
apply this correlation to the population of globular clus-
ter MSPs detected in X-rays, but not in gamma-rays, we
note that the correlation could be biased in several ways.
Most importantly, a large population of X-ray bright, but
gamma-ray dim MSPs could exist, which would not be
absent in the field sample. Upon examining the list of X-
ray detected rotationally-powered MSPs from Ref. [22]

(see Table 6.7, p. 132), however, we find that Fermi has
successfully detected gamma-ray pulsations from 10 of
the 13 field MSPs in this catalog.7 This argues against
there being a strong selection effect in the X-ray/gamma-
ray correlation.

Another difficulty in translating the correlation from
Abdo et al. [1] into a constraint on the population of
globular cluster MSPs is the breakdown of the X-ray flux

7
The three systems currently missing in gamma-ray observations

are B1257+12, J1012+5307 and B1534+12

Cholis, DH, Linden, arXiv:1407.5625, 1407.5583 



A Cosmic Ray Outburst? 
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Carlson, Profumo, PRD, arXiv:1405.7685,   
Petrovic, Serpico, Zaharijas, arXiv:1405.7928 

§  Recently, two studies have proposed that a recent (~106 yrs) burst-like 
injection of cosmic rays might be responsible for the excess 

§  Carlson and Profumo’s hadronic           
scenario, however, predicts a                
signal that (among other very         
significant problems) is not at                 
all spherical, and that is simply                  
incompatible with the data 

§  In more generality, we have                  
also shown (see Appendix D4                                 
of arXiv:1402.6703) that the fine structure of the excess’ morphology does 
not correlate with the distribution of gas – this is incompatible with any 
hadronic cosmic ray origin for the excess  

In Fig. 3 we investigate the overall spatial distribution of
the emission from a new population of cosmic ray protons
injected in the Galactic Center region. The figure shows the
gamma-ray flux associated with a central proton source
for benchmark impulses of age 0.5, 2.5, and 19 Kyr (upper
panels) and of 100 Kyr, 2 Myr, as well as a continuous
source (lower panels). We use a linear scale in the three
upper panels to help the reader visually compare our results
with what is shown e.g. in Fig. 9, right panels, of Ref. [21].
To the end of emphasizing the emission outside the Galactic
plane, we instead employ a logarithmic scale for the older
bursts and continuous sources in the lower panels. In each
case, the fluxes are rescaled such that the maximum flux
equals unity. The Galactic plane mask (jbj < 1∘) is bounded
by white lines (or is masked out) and reference reticles have
been overlaid at radial increments of 2°.
The top three panels show that a recent (from a fraction

of a Kyr to tens of Kyr) impulsive cosmic ray proton
injection event in the Galactic Center region yields a highly
spherically symmetric and concentrated source, with mor-
phological properties very closely resembling and match-
ing those found in the Galactic Center analysis of Ref. [21]
(see their Fig. 9, right panels), as well as in the GCE source
residuals shown in the bottom panels of Fig. 1 in Ref. [20],
and in the residual found in Ref. [19] and shown in Fig. 3.

As long as the injection episode is recent enough, the
morphology primarily traces the distribution of cosmic ray
protons, and is relatively insensitive to the details of the
target gas density distribution—the diametrically opposite
regime from what is assumed in the diffuse Galactic
emission background models of Refs. [20,21].
It is evident that the sub-Myr simulations show a

significant degree of spherical symmetry outside the
masked regions. Also, an excess with the same morpho-
logical aspect as in Fig. 9, right panels, of Ref. [21] can be
easily reproduced by young or very young sources, as
shown in the three upper panels. As the diffusion time
increases to several Myr, the emission profile becomes
more elongated and spherical symmetry is degraded. At
higher latitudes (jbj≳ 2∘), most of the spherical symmetry
is, however, restored as the molecular and atomic gas
distributions fall off, and the ionized component produces a
more isotropic emission. In the template analyses of
Refs. [20,21], a portion of this residual ridge emission
may also be absorbed by the Fermi diffuse model, although
it is difficult to exactly pinpoint this effect without repeat-
ing the full maximum likelihood analysis. It is also evident
that gas structure is mostly washed out for recent impulsive
sources, and that it becomes increasingly more prominent
for older sources and for the continuous emission cases.

FIG. 3 (color online). Hadronic gamma-ray flux density at 2 GeV from an approximately central source of high-energy
protons integrated over the line of sight. We show impulsive sources of increasing age in all panels with the exception of the bottom
right which shows a continuously emitting source in steady state. For each map, the fluxes are normalized to the maximum. For the ease
of comparing the morphology of the claimed GCE in Ref. [21] shown in their fig. 9, we employ a linear scale in the three upper panels.
The three lower panels employ, instead, a logarithmic scale to enhance the features of the emission outside the Galactic plane region.
Also overlaid are reference reticles in increments of two degrees and indicators of the Galactic plane mask jbj < 1∘. All maps have been
smoothed by a Gaussian of width σ ¼ 0.25∘ to match Ref. [21].

COSMIC RAY PROTONS IN THE INNER GALAXY AND … PHYSICAL REVIEW D 90, 023015 (2014)
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A Cosmic Ray Outburst? 
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Carlson, Profumo, PRD, arXiv:1405.7685,   
Petrovic, Serpico, Zaharijas, arXiv:1405.7928 

§  Petrovic et al.’s Inverse Compton scenario is more difficult to evaluate  
§  Although the models considered by Petrovic et al. are not capable of 

simultaneously explaining the spectrum and morphology of the excess, 
one could imagine a more complex scenario that might approximately 
match the observed signal 

§  More generally speaking, however, the ISRF is     
not spherically symmetric, and the corresponding                             
inverse Compton signal will be approximately                   
spherically symmetric only if the cosmic ray                     
electron distribution is carefully tuned 

§  Furthermore, as the intensity of the excess is                    
observed to rise to within ~10 pc of the Galactic             
Center, the origin of such an outburst would                 
have to be the SMBH (not supernovae)                     
– no stellar population is so concentrated  
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FIG. 2: Top Panel: Latitude profile of the inverse Compton
emission from an electron population injected t0 (red, solid),
0.3 t0 (orange, dashed) and 3 t0 (blue, dotted) years ago (where
t0 = 1 Myr). Bottom Panel: The spectra of the inverse Comp-
ton emission (the same color scheme) at 5� away from the
Galactic plane. The overall energetics is given in units of
E0 = 4 ⇥ 1052 erg, and energy losses are expressed in terms
of the default value b0, which assumes w ⇠ 4 eV cm�3.

alternatively) to similar phenomenology 5. In the recent
analysis [32]—which provides yet another argument in
favor of the existence of some additional soft cosmic ray
cosmic-ray population in order to account for the GeV
emission in the inner Galaxy—a leptonic for the under-
lying population was also considered more likely, based
on an energetic argument.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we have argued that a bursting event,
injecting⇠ 1052 ÷1053ergs of energy in a standard power-
law cosmic ray electron spectrum about one million years
ago seem to reproduce naturally most spectral and an-
gular features of the claimed GeV “excess” in the in-
ner Galaxy, for benchmark values of an e↵ective homo-
geneous di↵usion coe�cient and energy loss parameter.
The main goal of our calculations has been to raise aware-
ness on the importance of accounting for transient events

5
Note added: While this work was being finalized for submission,

an in-depth study of this e↵ect has appeared as pre-print [25].
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electron population injected t0 = 1 Myr ago, with a source of
E0 = 4⇥ 1052 erg, calculated with our default values for the
set of parameters. The spectral injection index is varied to
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when dealing with extended excesses, notably at the GC.
Until now, however, we have not discussed the plausi-
bility of the parameters required. Is the “toy solution”
found plausible, on the light of other astrophysical evi-
dence? After all, currently the GC is best characterized
by the quiescent state of its supermassive black hole, see



Dark Matter Interpretations 

Dan Hooper – Dark Matter Annihilating in the GC 

•  The cross section required to normalize the observed excess is 
remarkably well-matched to the range of values predicted for a simple 
thermal relic (without strong p-wave suppression, coannihilations, 
resonances, sommerfeld enhancements, etc.) 

•  Direct detection constraints rule                            
out some models (those with          
unsuppressed scalar or vector               
interactions with quarks), but many                                     
remain viable  

•  Somewhat contrary to conventional        
wisdom, the LHC does not yet        
exclude many of these models 

 
   



LHC Constraints 1: Monojets 

Dan Hooper – Dark Matter Annihilating in the GC 

§  Constraints from mono-jet searches at the LHC constrain the coefficients 
of effective operators, roughly corresponding to (gf gX)1/2/Mmed

      

(assuming Mmed>>ECM) 
§  In general, LHC mono-jet constraints                  

are within a factor of a few of that        
required to test dark matter typical              
models capable of accounting for the            
Galactic Center gamma-ray excess,                    
so long as the mass of the mediator is                          
heavier than a few GeV                         
(where EFT breaks down) 

-Although not yet constraining, data         
at 13-14 TeV should be able to test                 
many of these models! 
 

 
 

A. Berlin, S. McDermott, DH, 1404.0022 
 

5

FIG. 2. Similar to as shown in Fig. 1, but for fermionic DM annihilating through the s-channel exchange of a spin-1
mediator. The upper frames correspond to the case of a Dirac fermion with either vector-vector (left) or vector-axial
interactions (right). The lower frames denote the cases of a Dirac (left) or Majorana (right) fermion interacting through
axial-axial interactions. In the lower portion of each frame, the dashed lines denote the constraint from LHC mono-jet
searches [46], under the (possibly tenuous) assumption that e↵ective field theory is valid in this application. Only in
the case of a Dirac fermion with vector-vector interactions (upper left) do direct detection constraints rule out any of
the models shown (although XENON100 does restrict mV >⇠ 20 GeV in the case of axial-axial interactions).

plus missing energy searches at the LHC (dashed
lines).4 Although these constraints do not rule out
any of the models under consideration, it is possible

4 The ATLAS Collaboration’s search for hadronically decaying
mono-W and mono-Z plus missing energy events has a sensi-
tivity that is comparable to that of their monojet search [47].
We do not additionally plot these limits here.

that data taken after the upcoming energy upgrade
could be sensitive to such scenarios. We caution,
however, that these constraints are derived under the
assumptions of e↵ective field theory, whose applica-
bility to the problem at hand is far from clear [34–36].
In particular, these constraints are calculated under
the assumption that the mass of the mediator is well
above that of the parton-level center-of-mass energy



LHC Constraints 2: Mediators 

Dan Hooper – Dark Matter Annihilating in the GC 

 
§  The LHC (and other colliders) can also place direct constraints on the 

production of particles that might mediate the dark matter’s interactions 
§  1) Spin-1 mediators with the required      

couplings are all but ruled out by Z’                   
searches if their mass is greater than                
~1 TeV (lighter and less coupled                
mediators are viable)  

§  2) Constraints on MSSM-like Higgs                     
Bosons can be applied to other spin-0                 
mediators, ruling out a range of masses            
and couplings  

§  3) Searches for sbottom pair production                         
rule out t-channel mediators lighter than          
~600 GeV 

A. Berlin, S. McDermott, DH, PRD, 1404.0022 
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FIG. 8. Constraints from the LHC and other colliders on the couplings of spin-0 or spin-1 particles that mediate the
interactions of the DM. In the left frame, we plot the LHC’s constraints on a spin-0 mediator [61–64], whereas in the
right frame, we show the constraints on a spin-1 mediator from UA2 [65] (dashes), CDF [66] (dotted), and CMS at 7
TeV [67] (solid blue) and 8 TeV [68] (solid red). In each frame, the black solid line represents the couplings required
to generate a thermal relic abundance in agreement with the measured cosmological DM density.

constraints are shown in the left frame of Fig. 8. For
DM couplings of �

�

>⇠ 1, these searches do not yet
rule out any values of m

A

. For smaller values of �
�

(corresponding to larger values of �
f

), however, we
can place an upper limit on m

A

. For example, for
couplings of �

�

⇠ 0.3, this bound constrains the me-
diator mass to be below ⇠O(250GeV). We also point
out that these constraints are dominated by the me-
diator’s couplings to ⌧ leptons. If we were to consider
a model in which our spin-0 mediator coupled only to
quarks, these constraints would be further weakened.

The LHC and other hadron colliders also pro-
vide constraints on spin-1 mediators through dijet
searches. These constraints are summarized in the
right frame of Fig. 8, including limits from UA2 [65],
CDF [66], and CMS at both 7 TeV [67] and 8
TeV [68]. Again, these constraints do not rule out
any of the scenarios considered in this paper. How-
ever, maintaining perturbativity in the dark sector
does restrict the mass of any spin-1 mediator to be
less than ⇠1 TeV, with increasingly strong bounds
for smaller DM couplings. We note that if this spin-1
mediator also couples to electrons, then dilepton con-
straints could be somewhat more restrictive [69]. As
couplings to electrons do not play a significant role
in the other aspects of this model, we do not directly
consider these constraints here.

VI. PROSPECTS FOR DIRECT DETECTION

In this paper, we have identified sixteen simplified
models for DM annihilation that are capable of ac-

counting for the observed gamma-ray excess without
violating the constraints of colliders or direct detec-
tion experiments (these models are summarized in
Table V). In this section, we discuss the prospects
for future direct detection experiments to constrain
or detect the DM particles associated with these mod-
els.

Roughly speaking, direct detection experiments
are most sensitive to DM particles with a mass sim-
ilar to that of the target nuclei. Such experiments
are thus well suited to studying DM particles with
masses in the range being considered here. In Fig. 9,
we plot how the most stringent constraints on the
DM elastic scattering cross section (+’s and ⇥’s) have
evolved over the past 14 years, consistently improving
at an exponential rate. Assuming that a similar rate
of progress continues (as represented by the dashed
line), we expect several of the models described in this
study to be tested by direct detection experiments
in the near future. In particular, all of the mod-
els in which the DM annihilates through a t-channel
Feynman diagram should be well within the reach of
LUX and XENON1T. Fermionic DM that annihilates
through a mediator with purely axial interactions, or
through a mediator with purely vector interactions
with third generation quarks, is also expected to be
probed by these ongoing and upcoming experiments.

In the more distant future, direct detection ex-
periments could become sensitive to many more of
the models listed in Table V. In particular, scalar or
vector DM which annihilates through a spin-0 media-
tor with pseudoscalar couplings to SM fermions could
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Hidden Sector Models 
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§  Although the lack of signals observed in direct detection experiments 
and at colliders restricts the nature of the dark matter’s interactions with 
the Standard Model, many tree-level annihilation processes continue to 
be viable 

§  Alternatively, one could take this as motivation to consider dark matter 
that does not couple directly to the Standard Model, but instead 
annihilates into other particles that subsequently decay into Standard 
Model fermions:  
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FIG. 3. Annihilation of dark matter into two hidden photons
via (A) t- and (B) u-channel diagrams. The hidden photons
decay into Standard Model particles through kinetic mixing
with the Standard Model photon.

through dark matter annihilations, however, is propor-
tional to �v/mX . As a result, the higher dark matter
masses required in the case of cascade annihilations re-
duces the intensity of the predicted gamma-ray signal.

We also point out that if the intermediate particles are
nearly degenerate in mass to the dark matter, this can
lead to a phase space suppression of the annihilation cross
section that is more pronounced in the Galaxy today than
it was at the time and temperature of thermal freeze-out,
reducing the annihilation rate in the Galactic Center by
a factor of:

h�vitoday
h�vifreeze�out

'
p

✏ + v20(1 � ✏)p
✏ + v2FO(1 � ✏)

, (3)

where vFO ' 0.3, v0 ' 10�3, and ✏ ⌘ (m2
X � m2

�)/m2
X .

For a mass splitting of order 1% (5%), the present-day
annihilation rate will be suppressed by a factor of a few
(a few percent).

While these factors impacting the normalization of the
gamma-ray signal are not insignificant, they can be com-
pensated by adjusting the mass of the Milky Way’s dark
matter profile, which is uncertain at the level of a factor
of a few [39].

III. A HIDDEN PHOTON MODEL

In this section, we consider a simple model in which
the dark matter, X, is a Dirac fermion charged under a
new U(1)X . This gauge group is broken by some dark
Higgs field, which provides a massive vector boson, �,
sometimes called a hidden or dark photon. Together,
the dark matter and vector boson reside within a hidden
sector, with no direct couplings to the Standard Model.
Dark matter interacting through hidden sector forces has
been widely discussed within a variety of contexts [40–
52].

If the hidden photon is lighter than the dark matter
candidate, then dark matter annihilations will be domi-
nated by the t- and u-channel exchange of an X into a
pair of � particles, as shown in Fig. 3. The cross section
for this process is fully determined by the masses mX

and m�, and the U(1)X charge, gX , and is given by:

h�viXX!�� ' ⇡↵2
X

m2
X

(1 � m2
�/m2

X)3/2

(1 � m2
�/2m2

X)2
(4)

' 2.2 ⇥ 10�26 cm3/s

⇥
✓

gX
0.1

◆4 ✓34 GeV

mX

◆2 (1 � m2
�/m2

X)3/2

(1 � m2
�/2m2

X)2
,

where ↵X ⌘ g2X/4⇡ is the fine structure constant of
U(1)X . Throughout the remainder of this section, we
will set gX such that �v = 2.2 ⇥ 10�26 cm3/s, thus gen-
erating a thermal relic abundance in agreement with the
cosmological dark matter density [53]. This cross section
also leads to a gamma-ray signal that, within uncertain-
ties in the normalization of the Milky Way’s dark matter
halo profile, is in agreement with that observed from the
Galactic Center [10].

The size of the coupling, gX , has no direct implication
for the strength with which the dark matter couples to
the Standard Model. If the photon and the � undergo
kinetic mixing, however, this can induce a coupling be-
tween the hidden sector and the Standard Model (alter-
natively, one could also consider mixing between the �
and the Z). This kinetic mixing can be described by a La-
grangian of the form L = 1

2✏F 0
µ⌫F

µ⌫ [54], which is allowed
by all symmetries of the theory. Kinetic mixing with the
photon then allows for suppressed couplings between the
� and the particles of the Standard Model, proportional
to their electric charge. Although there is no robust pre-
diction for the size of this coupling (any value is tech-
nically natural [55]), arguments can be made in support
of some values. For example, if the Standard Model is
embedded within a Grand Unified Theory (GUT), a non-
zero value of ✏ can only be generated after GUT breaking
at the loop level. Such a loop of heavy states carrying
both hypercharge and X gauge charge naturally leads to
kinetic mixing of the following order [49, 54, 56]:
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where M 0 and M are the masses of the particles in the
loop. Thus we expect the kinetic mixing to occur at a
level of ✏ ⇠ 10�3 or less, modulo the possibility of a large
hierarchy between M 0 and M . If the splitting between
the di↵erent components of the GUT multiplet is instead
generated at loop order, then ✏ will be suppressed by two
loops, further reducing the expected value of ✏. Through-
out this section, we will assume that ✏ is large enough to
have kept the hidden sector in thermal equilibrium with
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FIG. 3. Annihilation of dark matter into two hidden photons
via (A) t- and (B) u-channel diagrams. The hidden photons
decay into Standard Model particles through kinetic mixing
with the Standard Model photon.

through dark matter annihilations, however, is propor-
tional to �v/mX . As a result, the higher dark matter
masses required in the case of cascade annihilations re-
duces the intensity of the predicted gamma-ray signal.

We also point out that if the intermediate particles are
nearly degenerate in mass to the dark matter, this can
lead to a phase space suppression of the annihilation cross
section that is more pronounced in the Galaxy today than
it was at the time and temperature of thermal freeze-out,
reducing the annihilation rate in the Galactic Center by
a factor of:

h�vitoday
h�vifreeze�out

'
p

✏ + v20(1 � ✏)p
✏ + v2FO(1 � ✏)

, (3)

where vFO ' 0.3, v0 ' 10�3, and ✏ ⌘ (m2
X � m2

�)/m2
X .

For a mass splitting of order 1% (5%), the present-day
annihilation rate will be suppressed by a factor of a few
(a few percent).

While these factors impacting the normalization of the
gamma-ray signal are not insignificant, they can be com-
pensated by adjusting the mass of the Milky Way’s dark
matter profile, which is uncertain at the level of a factor
of a few [39].

III. A HIDDEN PHOTON MODEL

In this section, we consider a simple model in which
the dark matter, X, is a Dirac fermion charged under a
new U(1)X . This gauge group is broken by some dark
Higgs field, which provides a massive vector boson, �,
sometimes called a hidden or dark photon. Together,
the dark matter and vector boson reside within a hidden
sector, with no direct couplings to the Standard Model.
Dark matter interacting through hidden sector forces has
been widely discussed within a variety of contexts [40–
52].

If the hidden photon is lighter than the dark matter
candidate, then dark matter annihilations will be domi-
nated by the t- and u-channel exchange of an X into a
pair of � particles, as shown in Fig. 3. The cross section
for this process is fully determined by the masses mX

and m�, and the U(1)X charge, gX , and is given by:
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where ↵X ⌘ g2X/4⇡ is the fine structure constant of
U(1)X . Throughout the remainder of this section, we
will set gX such that �v = 2.2 ⇥ 10�26 cm3/s, thus gen-
erating a thermal relic abundance in agreement with the
cosmological dark matter density [53]. This cross section
also leads to a gamma-ray signal that, within uncertain-
ties in the normalization of the Milky Way’s dark matter
halo profile, is in agreement with that observed from the
Galactic Center [10].

The size of the coupling, gX , has no direct implication
for the strength with which the dark matter couples to
the Standard Model. If the photon and the � undergo
kinetic mixing, however, this can induce a coupling be-
tween the hidden sector and the Standard Model (alter-
natively, one could also consider mixing between the �
and the Z). This kinetic mixing can be described by a La-
grangian of the form L = 1

2✏F 0
µ⌫F

µ⌫ [54], which is allowed
by all symmetries of the theory. Kinetic mixing with the
photon then allows for suppressed couplings between the
� and the particles of the Standard Model, proportional
to their electric charge. Although there is no robust pre-
diction for the size of this coupling (any value is tech-
nically natural [55]), arguments can be made in support
of some values. For example, if the Standard Model is
embedded within a Grand Unified Theory (GUT), a non-
zero value of ✏ can only be generated after GUT breaking
at the loop level. Such a loop of heavy states carrying
both hypercharge and X gauge charge naturally leads to
kinetic mixing of the following order [49, 54, 56]:
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where M 0 and M are the masses of the particles in the
loop. Thus we expect the kinetic mixing to occur at a
level of ✏ ⇠ 10�3 or less, modulo the possibility of a large
hierarchy between M 0 and M . If the splitting between
the di↵erent components of the GUT multiplet is instead
generated at loop order, then ✏ will be suppressed by two
loops, further reducing the expected value of ✏. Through-
out this section, we will assume that ✏ is large enough to
have kept the hidden sector in thermal equilibrium with
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FIG. 3. Annihilation of dark matter into two hidden photons
via (A) t- and (B) u-channel diagrams. The hidden photons
decay into Standard Model particles through kinetic mixing
with the Standard Model photon.

through dark matter annihilations, however, is propor-
tional to �v/mX . As a result, the higher dark matter
masses required in the case of cascade annihilations re-
duces the intensity of the predicted gamma-ray signal.

We also point out that if the intermediate particles are
nearly degenerate in mass to the dark matter, this can
lead to a phase space suppression of the annihilation cross
section that is more pronounced in the Galaxy today than
it was at the time and temperature of thermal freeze-out,
reducing the annihilation rate in the Galactic Center by
a factor of:

h�vitoday
h�vifreeze�out

'
p

✏ + v20(1 � ✏)p
✏ + v2FO(1 � ✏)

, (3)

where vFO ' 0.3, v0 ' 10�3, and ✏ ⌘ (m2
X � m2

�)/m2
X .

For a mass splitting of order 1% (5%), the present-day
annihilation rate will be suppressed by a factor of a few
(a few percent).

While these factors impacting the normalization of the
gamma-ray signal are not insignificant, they can be com-
pensated by adjusting the mass of the Milky Way’s dark
matter profile, which is uncertain at the level of a factor
of a few [39].

III. A HIDDEN PHOTON MODEL

In this section, we consider a simple model in which
the dark matter, X, is a Dirac fermion charged under a
new U(1)X . This gauge group is broken by some dark
Higgs field, which provides a massive vector boson, �,
sometimes called a hidden or dark photon. Together,
the dark matter and vector boson reside within a hidden
sector, with no direct couplings to the Standard Model.
Dark matter interacting through hidden sector forces has
been widely discussed within a variety of contexts [40–
52].

If the hidden photon is lighter than the dark matter
candidate, then dark matter annihilations will be domi-
nated by the t- and u-channel exchange of an X into a
pair of � particles, as shown in Fig. 3. The cross section
for this process is fully determined by the masses mX

and m�, and the U(1)X charge, gX , and is given by:
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where ↵X ⌘ g2X/4⇡ is the fine structure constant of
U(1)X . Throughout the remainder of this section, we
will set gX such that �v = 2.2 ⇥ 10�26 cm3/s, thus gen-
erating a thermal relic abundance in agreement with the
cosmological dark matter density [53]. This cross section
also leads to a gamma-ray signal that, within uncertain-
ties in the normalization of the Milky Way’s dark matter
halo profile, is in agreement with that observed from the
Galactic Center [10].

The size of the coupling, gX , has no direct implication
for the strength with which the dark matter couples to
the Standard Model. If the photon and the � undergo
kinetic mixing, however, this can induce a coupling be-
tween the hidden sector and the Standard Model (alter-
natively, one could also consider mixing between the �
and the Z). This kinetic mixing can be described by a La-
grangian of the form L = 1

2✏F 0
µ⌫F

µ⌫ [54], which is allowed
by all symmetries of the theory. Kinetic mixing with the
photon then allows for suppressed couplings between the
� and the particles of the Standard Model, proportional
to their electric charge. Although there is no robust pre-
diction for the size of this coupling (any value is tech-
nically natural [55]), arguments can be made in support
of some values. For example, if the Standard Model is
embedded within a Grand Unified Theory (GUT), a non-
zero value of ✏ can only be generated after GUT breaking
at the loop level. Such a loop of heavy states carrying
both hypercharge and X gauge charge naturally leads to
kinetic mixing of the following order [49, 54, 56]:
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where M 0 and M are the masses of the particles in the
loop. Thus we expect the kinetic mixing to occur at a
level of ✏ ⇠ 10�3 or less, modulo the possibility of a large
hierarchy between M 0 and M . If the splitting between
the di↵erent components of the GUT multiplet is instead
generated at loop order, then ✏ will be suppressed by two
loops, further reducing the expected value of ✏. Through-
out this section, we will assume that ✏ is large enough to
have kept the hidden sector in thermal equilibrium with
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FIG. 3. Annihilation of dark matter into two hidden photons
via (A) t- and (B) u-channel diagrams. The hidden photons
decay into Standard Model particles through kinetic mixing
with the Standard Model photon.

through dark matter annihilations, however, is propor-
tional to �v/mX .1 As a result, the higher dark matter
masses required in the case of cascade annihilations re-
duces the intensity of the predicted gamma-ray signal.

We also point out that if the intermediate particles are
nearly degenerate in mass to the dark matter, this can
lead to a phase space suppression of the annihilation cross
section that is more pronounced in the Galaxy today than
it was at the time and temperature of thermal freeze-out,
reducing the annihilation rate in the Galactic Center by
a factor of:

h�vitoday
h�vifreeze�out

'
p

✏ + v20(1 � ✏)p
✏ + v2FO(1 � ✏)

, (3)

where vFO ' 0.3, v0 ' 10�3, and ✏ ⌘ (m2
X � m2

�)/m2
X .

For a mass splitting of order 1% (5%), the present-day
annihilation rate will be suppressed by a factor of a few
(a few percent).

While these factors impacting the normalization of the
gamma-ray signal are not insignificant, they can be com-
pensated by adjusting the mass of the Milky Way’s dark
matter profile, which is uncertain at the level of a factor
of a few [39].

III. A HIDDEN PHOTON MODEL

In this section, we consider a simple model in which
the dark matter, X, is a Dirac fermion charged under a
new U(1)X . This gauge group is broken by some dark
Higgs field, which provides a massive vector boson, �,
sometimes called a hidden or dark photon. Together,

1
The annihilation rate and power per annihilation scale as �v/m2

X
and mX , respectively.

the dark matter and vector boson reside within a hidden
sector, with no direct couplings to the Standard Model.
Dark matter interacting through hidden sector forces has
been widely discussed within a variety of contexts [40–
52].

If the hidden photon is lighter than the dark matter
candidate, then dark matter annihilations will be domi-
nated by the t- and u-channel exchange of an X into a
pair of � particles, as shown in Fig. 3. The cross section
for this process is fully determined by the masses mX

and m�, and the U(1)X charge, gX , and is given by:
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where ↵X ⌘ g2X/4⇡ is the fine structure constant of
U(1)X . Throughout the remainder of this section, we
will set gX such that �v = 2.2 ⇥ 10�26 cm3/s, thus gen-
erating a thermal relic abundance in agreement with the
cosmological dark matter density [53]. This cross section
also leads to a gamma-ray signal that, within uncertain-
ties in the normalization of the Milky Way’s dark matter
halo profile, is in agreement with that observed from the
Galactic Center [10].

The size of the coupling, gX , has no direct implication
for the strength with which the dark matter couples to
the Standard Model. If the photon and the � undergo
kinetic mixing, however, this can induce a coupling be-
tween the hidden sector and the Standard Model (alter-
natively, one could also consider mixing between the �
and the Z). This kinetic mixing can be described by a La-
grangian of the form L = 1

2✏F 0
µ⌫F

µ⌫ [54], which is allowed
by all symmetries of the theory. Kinetic mixing with the
photon then allows for suppressed couplings between the
� and the particles of the Standard Model, proportional
to their electric charge. Although there is no robust pre-
diction for the size of this coupling (any value is tech-
nically natural [55]), arguments can be made in support
of some values. For example, if the Standard Model is
embedded within a Grand Unified Theory (GUT), a non-
zero value of ✏ can only be generated after GUT breaking
at the loop level. Such a loop of heavy states carrying
both hypercharge and X gauge charge naturally leads to
kinetic mixing of the following order [49, 54, 56]:
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where M 0 and M are the masses of the particles in the
loop. Thus we expect the kinetic mixing to occur at a
level of ✏ ⇠ 10�3 or less, modulo the possibility of a large
hierarchy between M 0 and M . If the splitting between
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FIG. 4. The shape of the gamma-ray spectrum produced by the annihilations of dark matter in the hidden photon model
described in Sec. III, for two choices of parameters. This is compared to the spectrum of the observed gamma-ray excess, as
reported in Ref. [10].

the di↵erent components of the GUT multiplet is instead
generated at loop order, then ✏ will be suppressed by two
loops, further reducing the expected value of ✏. Through-
out this section, we will assume that ✏ is large enough to
have kept the hidden sector in thermal equilibrium with
the Standard Model throughout the process of dark mat-
ter freeze-out. In particular, for values of ✏ >⇠ 10�7, the
rate of f� $ f� is su�cient to ensure that the system
will be thermalized before the temperature of decoupling.

The gamma-ray spectrum from dark matter annihila-
tions in this model depends on the dominant decay chan-
nels of the �. For m� greater than a few GeV, the �
decays directly to pairs of quarks and charged leptons.
Since these decays are mediated by the Standard Model
photon, the branching fractions are determined only by
their electric charge and phase space factors. In Fig. 4
we show examples of the gamma-ray spectrum from dark
matter annihilation in this model. As noted above, we see
that producing the �’s near rest (m� ⇠ mX) yields the
best-fit. Much lighter hidden photons lead to a broader
spectrum, in some conflict with the shape of the observed
gamma-ray excess. Small mass splittings within the hid-
den sector are not di�cult to achieve, and can be realized
in a variety of concrete models [47, 52, 57].

In Fig. 5, we show the regions of the mX � m� plane
that are capable of providing a good fit to the observed
Galactic Center gamma-ray excess. The best-fit point
(shown as a blue star) provides a reasonable fit to the
data, corresponding to �2 = 34.9 over 24 degrees-of-
freedom. At the 2� level, there is a strong preference
for mX ' m�, with 30 GeV <⇠ mX <⇠ 40 GeV. At 3�,
lower values of m� are also allowed. After setting the an-
nihilation cross section to the value required to generate
the desired relic abundance (�v ' 2.2 ⇥ 10�26 cm3/s),
we find that the overall normalization of the gamma-ray
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FIG. 5. The regions of the parameter space in the hidden
photon model that provide a good fit to the spectral shape of
the gamma-ray excess. The blue dot represents the best-fit
point, and is surrounded by 1, 2 and 3� contours.

excess can be accommodated for local dark matter den-
sity of ⇢local ' 0.3 GeV/cm3, in good agreement with
dynamical measurements [39].

Although interactions between the hidden sector and
the Standard Model are suppressed in this model, kinetic
mixing between the � and the photon leads to vector-
mediated spin-independent elastic scattering between the
dark matter and protons. The cross section for this pro-
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After rotating the basis and dropping the Goldstone
mode, the CP-odd mass squared matrix in the (A, as)
basis is given by:

M2
P,11 = 2

h
Bµ + �vs(A� + µ0 + vs) + �⇠F

i 1

sin 2�

M2
P,12 = �v(A� � µ0 � 2vs)
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� 2B0µ0 � 4⇠F � 1
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(µ0⇠F + ⇠S + �µv2). (11)

As was the case for the neutralinos, the scalar singlet-
sector particles decouple from the MSSM for small values
of �. In the limit of small �, the CP-even and CP-odd
mass eigenstates hs, as have masses approximately given
by the square roots of the 33 and 22 entries in Eqs. 10
and 11, respectively. We point out that all of the terms
not proportional to � in the 22 entry of Eq. 11 are nega-
tive. Since we are assuming that � is very small in order
to suppress the o↵-diagonal entries, we have to assume
that B0 is large and negative to prevent a tachyonic as.
Since B0 does not enter the other mass matrices, we have
the parameter freedom to tune B0 as needed. Since A

controls m2
hs

but does not enter M�̃0 , this further im-
plies that mas , mhs , and m� are e↵ectively independent
and observe no special mass relations.

Assuming that the sum of the singlet-like scalar and
pseudoscalar Higgs boson masses is smaller than twice
the singlino mass (mhs +mas < 2m�), dark matter anni-
hilations will proceed dominantly to the ashs final state
through a combination of t/u-channel singlino exchange
and s-channel as exchange diagrams, as shown in Fig. 6.
In the low-velocity limit, the cross section for this process
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FIG. 6. Annihilation of singlino-like neutralino dark matter
into a higgs singlet scalar (hs) and pseudoscalar (as) via (A)
t- and (B) s-channel diagrams. The hs and as each decay
into Standard Model fermions via mass mixing with the Higgs
bosons of the MSSM. The u-channel diagram is not shown.

is given by [67]:
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Although singlinos can also annihilate into hshs and/or
asas final states, these processes are additionally sup-
pressed by two powers of velocity. In the case that anni-
hilations proceed largely through the first term in Eq. 12,
corresponding to the t/u-channel process, the cross sec-
tion yields:

h�vi��!ashs ⇠ 2.2 ⇥ 10�26 cm3/s
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vout. (14)

After annihilation to ashs, these particles decay to
Standard Model fermions with branching ratios propor-
tional to mass, and thus are typically dominated by the
heaviest kinematically available quarks or leptons. Other
decays are possible in extreme ranges of parameter space,
however. For instance, the branching ratio for hs ! asas

is expected to be large if mhs > 2mas . Alternatively, if
mhs > mas + mZ , one might expect the hs to decay into
a asZ final state. This coupling, however, is suppressed
by cos(� �↵) and is negligible in the limit under consid-
eration [68].

In Fig. 7, we plot the gamma-ray spectrum from
singlino annihilation, for two choices of parameters. In
Fig. 8, we show the regions of the parameter space which
allow for a good fit to the gamma-ray excess, for four
choices of the singlino mass: m� = 35, 50, 67, and 85
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FIG. 8. The regions of the parameter space in the generalized NMSSM that provide a good fit to the spectral shape of the
gamma-ray excess. The blue dot represents the best-fit point, and is surrounded by 1, 2 and 3� contours.

are the observational consequences that can be used to
distinguish between these models.

The possibility explored in this paper is that the dark
matter is part of a hidden sector which is imperfectly se-
cluded from the Standard Model. If there is a hidden sec-
tor force, then the gauge boson that communicates that
force may kinetically mix with the photon of electromag-
netism, thereby attaining small couplings to those Stan-
dard Model fields that carry electric charge. Alternately,
if the hidden sector masses are generated by a new Higgs
field, then the hidden sector Higgs gauge eigenstate may
undergo mass mixing with the Standard Model Higgs,
and thus could communicate to the Standard Model via
yukawa couplings. Regardless of how the mixing occurs,
dark matter annihilation in these models proceeds in two
steps: first, two dark matter particles annihilate into on-
shell intermediate hidden sector states, followed by the

decay of those states into Standard Model particles. This
two step annihilation setup makes it possible for the dark
matter to annihilate at the rate required to produce the
observed gamma-ray excess, while possessing almost ar-
bitrarily small couplings to the Standard Model.

In this paper, we have explored two distinct theoret-
ical settings that can accommodate this kind of model
building. Within the context of a hidden sector endowed
with a new abelian force, we can fit the gamma-ray excess
when the hidden gauge boson kinetically mixes with the
Standard Model photon. This model remains compatible
with direct detection constraints as long as this kinetic
mixing is small, ✏ <⇠ O(10�4). The range of kinetic mix-
ing anticipated to be induced by one-loop processes will
be probed by operating and upcoming direct detection
experiments, such as LUX and XENON1T. We have also
considered the gamma-ray excess within the context of

•  The hs, as decay through mass 
mixing with the MSSM h, A 

•  Direct direct constraints require 
λ ~ 10-3 or less    
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Focusing on dark matter models that annihilate directly to the standard 
model, we have identified 16 scenarios that could account for the 
gamma-ray signal without conflicting with current constraints: 
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Model

DM Mediator Interactions

Elastic Near Future Reach?

Number Scattering Direct LHC

1 Dirac Fermion Spin-0 �̄�5�, f̄f �SI ⇠ (q/2m�)2 (scalar) No Maybe

1 Majorana Fermion Spin-0 �̄�5�, f̄f �SI ⇠ (q/2m�)2 (scalar) No Maybe

2 Dirac Fermion Spin-0 �̄�5�, f̄�5f �SD ⇠ (q2/4mnm�)2 Never Maybe

2 Majorana Fermion Spin-0 �̄�5�, f̄�5f �SD ⇠ (q2/4mnm�)2 Never Maybe

3 Dirac Fermion Spin-1 �̄�µ�, b̄�µb �SI ⇠ loop (vector) Yes Maybe

4 Dirac Fermion Spin-1 �̄�µ�, f̄�µ�5f
�SD ⇠ (q/2mn)2 or

Never Maybe
�SD ⇠ (q/2m�)2

5 Dirac Fermion Spin-1 �̄�µ�5�, f̄�µ�5f �SD ⇠ 1 Yes Maybe

5 Majorana Fermion Spin-1 �̄�µ�5�, f̄�µ�5f �SD ⇠ 1 Yes Maybe

6 Complex Scalar Spin-0 �†�, f̄�5f �SD ⇠ (q/2mn)2 No Maybe

6 Real Scalar Spin-0 �2, f̄�5f �SD ⇠ (q/2mn)2 No Maybe

6 Complex Vector Spin-0 B†
µB

µ, f̄�5f �SD ⇠ (q/2mn)2 No Maybe

6 Real Vector Spin-0 BµB
µ, f̄�5f �SD ⇠ (q/2mn)2 No Maybe

7 Dirac Fermion Spin-0 (t-ch.) �̄(1± �5)b �SI ⇠ loop (vector) Yes Yes

7 Dirac Fermion Spin-1 (t-ch.) �̄�µ(1± �5)b �SI ⇠ loop (vector) Yes Yes

8 Complex Vector Spin-1/2 (t-ch.) X†
µ�

µ(1± �5)b �SI ⇠ loop (vector) Yes Yes

8 Real Vector Spin-1/2 (t-ch.) Xµ�
µ(1± �5)b �SI ⇠ loop (vector) Yes Yes

TABLE V. A summary of the simplified models identified in our study as capable of generating the observed gamma-
ray excess without violating the constraints from colliders or direct detection experiments. In the last two columns,
we indicate whether the model in question will be within the reach of near future direct detection experiments (LUX,
XENON1T) or of the LHC. Models with an entry of “Never” predict an elastic scattering cross section with nuclei that
is below the irreducible background known as the “neutrino floor”. The “Model Number” given in the first column
provides the key for the model points shown in Fig. 9.

eventually be detected, but would require extremely
large detectors, beyond the next generation currently
being planned (LZ, PICO250, etc.). Fermionic DM
annihilating through a combination of pseudoscalar
and scalar couplings could also be detected on this
timescale. Extending direct detection sensitivity be-
yond that level, however, will be limited by the ir-
reducible background induced by coherent neutrino
scattering (known as the “neutrino floor”). Due to
this background, direct detection experiments would
be unlikely to be able to detect fermionic DM annihi-
lating through the exchange of a mediator with only
pseudoscalar interactions, or through a spin-1 medi-
ator with vector and axial couplings to the DM and
SM fermions, respectively.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we have taken a “simplified model”
approach to determine which classes of dark matter
models are capable of producing the gamma-ray ex-

cess observed from the region surrounding the Galac-
tic Center. In doing so, we have identified 16 di↵erent
models that can generate the observed excess without
exceeding any of the constraints from direct detection
experiments or from colliders (see Table V). These 16
models can be divided into the following three groups:

• Models in which the dark matter (which could
be spin-0, 1/2, or 1) annihilates through the
exchange of a spin-0 particle with pseudoscalar
interactions. Such a mediator could potentially
be observed in future searches for heavy neutral
Higgs bosons at the LHC.

• Models in which the dark matter is a fermion
that annihilates through the exchange of a
spin-1 particle with axial couplings to stan-
dard model fermions, or with vector couplings
to third generation standard model fermions.
Assuming perturbative couplings, LHC con-
straints from dijet searches require that the
mass of the mediator be less than ⇠1 TeV.
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These scenarios roughly fall into three categories: 

1) Models with pseudoscalar interactions (see Ipek et al., Boehm et al.) 
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µ(1± �5)b �SI ⇠ loop (vector) Yes Yes

TABLE V. A summary of the simplified models identified in our study as capable of generating the observed gamma-
ray excess without violating the constraints from colliders or direct detection experiments. In the last two columns,
we indicate whether the model in question will be within the reach of near future direct detection experiments (LUX,
XENON1T) or of the LHC. Models with an entry of “Never” predict an elastic scattering cross section with nuclei that
is below the irreducible background known as the “neutrino floor”. The “Model Number” given in the first column
provides the key for the model points shown in Fig. 9.

eventually be detected, but would require extremely
large detectors, beyond the next generation currently
being planned (LZ, PICO250, etc.). Fermionic DM
annihilating through a combination of pseudoscalar
and scalar couplings could also be detected on this
timescale. Extending direct detection sensitivity be-
yond that level, however, will be limited by the ir-
reducible background induced by coherent neutrino
scattering (known as the “neutrino floor”). Due to
this background, direct detection experiments would
be unlikely to be able to detect fermionic DM annihi-
lating through the exchange of a mediator with only
pseudoscalar interactions, or through a spin-1 medi-
ator with vector and axial couplings to the DM and
SM fermions, respectively.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we have taken a “simplified model”
approach to determine which classes of dark matter
models are capable of producing the gamma-ray ex-

cess observed from the region surrounding the Galac-
tic Center. In doing so, we have identified 16 di↵erent
models that can generate the observed excess without
exceeding any of the constraints from direct detection
experiments or from colliders (see Table V). These 16
models can be divided into the following three groups:

• Models in which the dark matter (which could
be spin-0, 1/2, or 1) annihilates through the
exchange of a spin-0 particle with pseudoscalar
interactions. Such a mediator could potentially
be observed in future searches for heavy neutral
Higgs bosons at the LHC.

• Models in which the dark matter is a fermion
that annihilates through the exchange of a
spin-1 particle with axial couplings to stan-
dard model fermions, or with vector couplings
to third generation standard model fermions.
Assuming perturbative couplings, LHC con-
straints from dijet searches require that the
mass of the mediator be less than ⇠1 TeV.
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These scenarios roughly fall into three categories: 

1) Models with pseudoscalar interactions (see Ipek et al., Boehm et al.) 

2) Models with axial interactions (or vector interactions with 3rd generation) 
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ray excess without violating the constraints from colliders or direct detection experiments. In the last two columns,
we indicate whether the model in question will be within the reach of near future direct detection experiments (LUX,
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eventually be detected, but would require extremely
large detectors, beyond the next generation currently
being planned (LZ, PICO250, etc.). Fermionic DM
annihilating through a combination of pseudoscalar
and scalar couplings could also be detected on this
timescale. Extending direct detection sensitivity be-
yond that level, however, will be limited by the ir-
reducible background induced by coherent neutrino
scattering (known as the “neutrino floor”). Due to
this background, direct detection experiments would
be unlikely to be able to detect fermionic DM annihi-
lating through the exchange of a mediator with only
pseudoscalar interactions, or through a spin-1 medi-
ator with vector and axial couplings to the DM and
SM fermions, respectively.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we have taken a “simplified model”
approach to determine which classes of dark matter
models are capable of producing the gamma-ray ex-

cess observed from the region surrounding the Galac-
tic Center. In doing so, we have identified 16 di↵erent
models that can generate the observed excess without
exceeding any of the constraints from direct detection
experiments or from colliders (see Table V). These 16
models can be divided into the following three groups:

• Models in which the dark matter (which could
be spin-0, 1/2, or 1) annihilates through the
exchange of a spin-0 particle with pseudoscalar
interactions. Such a mediator could potentially
be observed in future searches for heavy neutral
Higgs bosons at the LHC.

• Models in which the dark matter is a fermion
that annihilates through the exchange of a
spin-1 particle with axial couplings to stan-
dard model fermions, or with vector couplings
to third generation standard model fermions.
Assuming perturbative couplings, LHC con-
straints from dijet searches require that the
mass of the mediator be less than ⇠1 TeV.
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1) Models with pseudoscalar interactions (see Ipek et al., Boehm et al.) 

2) Models with axial interactions (or vector interactions with 3rd generation) 

3) Models with a colored and charged t-channel mediator (see Agrawal et al.) 
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